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1. The Greek Myths 673; 2. Hesiod, Intro. to Theogony: Works and Days p. 17


Cadiz of Tartessus founded as a Phoenician-Hebrew port city of Spain. Through Cadiz the lands of Spain were quickly settled by Hebrew-Phoenicians, the region called Iberia, or Land of the Hebrews. The Spanish river Ebro derived from Eber, ancestor of Abraham and the Hebrews. The river Guadalquivir was originally wadi-al-Hibri as called by the Moors who invaded from Africa, meaning River of the Hebrews. (1)

In this year according to the Annals of Miletus a great body of adventurers set sail from Miletus and migrated away from the Ionic States. The Milesian State was founded by the Israelites and descendants of Darda, of Ilium. The fleets of Ionians sailed west and found themselves in Spain. (2) Miletus of Asia Minor was the largest exporter of dyed woolens in the ancient world, no doubt an art they obtained from their Phoenician kin and predecessors. (3) Milesian tradition asserts that they were founded by a people who sailed from Crete in a large fleet. The region they came to occupy was originally settled by giants under the rule of Anax, said to be ten cubits high. (4) But this is a retelling of the Israelite occupation of Canaan where dwelt the Anakim giants.

This same body of ancient Israelites that in this year landed in Spain would move on yet again and land in Ireland. We know they landed in May but the year of the migration to the Irish shores is unknown. Tradition claims that they landed about 700 BC and they were opposed by the Danaans, their kin, but because among them were descendants of Judah they were soon assimilated and became the aristocracy. (5) The Irish Book of Invasions relates that the Milesians from Crete fled to Syria by way of Ionia (Miletus) and sailed west in the 13th century BC later reaching Ireland after a spell in Spain. (6) The Milesians (Ionian Israelites) merely followed their Danaan forebears. Another tradition asserts that Spain was settled by Scythians who escaped Egypt about the time of the Exodus and reached Iberia, becoming known as the Miú, or Milesians and as the Mile Espain who settled early Ireland as the Gaels. Among the settlers was one named Eber (Hebrew). From this lineage derived the Irish and Scots. (7) A Jewish rabbi quoted by Grimaldi asserted that the ancient Irish people were descended from Ephraim, men of this tribe departing Egypt before the Exodus. (8) Three separate traditions and all of them involving Israelites. It cannot be ignored that the early Irish people were called Iberians, or Hebrews. (9)

The migration from Spain to Ireland is confirmed by geneticists. Geneticist Bryan Sykes wrote that this was a largescale movement into and later from Ireland was family-based, not a mere male-led invasion. He relates that this is out Celtic-Pictish stock. Sykes wrote- "The Irish myths of the Milesians were right in one respect. The genetic evidence shows that a large proportion of Irish Celts, on both male and female side, did arrive from Iberia." (10)

The Milesians were guided to Ireland by a famous bard named Amergin. The Milesians produced the dominant families of Ireland and later Irish nobles would trace their lineage to them. (11) Eremon was the first king and another early Milesian was Eber Donn, two names linking them with the Israelites (Hebrew Dan). The origin of the Irish was told to be from a patriarch's fifty daughters. (12) This links the Irish to the Bronze Age Danaan and Israelites for in early Greece the fifty daughters of Danaus (Dan) came from Egypt.

The calendrics for this year are significant. This was 3240 years (1080x3) of Orbital Chronology and 1440 years (144x10) After the Deluge. this was also 2448 months (204 years) since the Throne of David was established at Jerusalem in 1003 BC. This was also the 132nd year from the Divided Kingdom, or 1584 months (792x2).

1. Tracing Our Ancestors 77; 2. Tracing Our Ancestors 120; 3. The Greek
Chronicon

792 BC (3103 AM): 2897 Before Armageddon/ 4447 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3517 Phoenix Chronology/ 3247 Orbital Chronology/ 2023 Anno Pyramid/ 1447 After Flood/ 1107 After Babel/ 139 Divided Kingdom

Egypt is overrun by Ethiopians, beginning the 25th, or Ethiopic Dynasty.

776 BC (3119 AM): 2881 Before Armageddon/ 4463 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3533 Phoenix Chronology/ 3263 Orbital Chronology/ 2039 Anno Pyramid/ 1463 After Flood/ 1123 After Babel/ 671 After Exodus/ 631 Year of Israel/ 155 Divided Kingdom

Acting on divine instructions from the Delphic Oracle, King Iphitos of Elis instituted the Olympic Games. This was in response to the incessant wars and conflicts between the Greek states and a plague. Once the first Games of Zeus were held the plague abated. (1) These Games were derived from the Isthmian Games of Corinth which were presided over by a Phoenician god, Melicertes (Melkarth). (2) Those who became the Corinthians were originally Semitic sea traders called Phoenicians but as we will see, their were Israelites. They brought a seven-day calendar to Greece. (3) The Olympic festival was scheduled every 49 and 50 months, alternatively. (4) This numbers both involve the Hebrew jubilee, a period of 49 years plus one (rest Year) for the 50th year. Robert Graves attests that there are many close affinities between the ancient Corinthians and the Hebrews. (5) The Olympic Games further unified the Greek states and they occurred every four years from 776 BC to 393 AD without fail until officially ended by the Roman Emperor Theodosius I. (6) From beginning to end there were exactly 288 Olympic festivals held during its 1168 year duration, or 144x144. Though this began the Greek Olympiad Calendar the Games actually had their root in a local foot race going back to about 1000 BC. (7) Two months before the five-day Olympic festival began the Olympic Truce was imposed throughout 6the constantly warring Greek world 'ere no military actions, no judicial cases were conducted and no death penalties carried out. This peace throughout Greekdom was imposed two months after the festival as well. (8) Some time the Θυεκ Truce did no suspend military actions but it was held sacred and it did secure enemies safe passage to the Olympic Games. Αιοκιξάκεσαία

Olympic heralds were crowned with the olive wreath and carried a staff with a carved pair of copulating snakes, the caduceus. (9) This was an Israelite symbol derived from the staff of Moses when he turned his staff into a serpent and later when the Israelite in their wandering fashioned the Bronze Serpent staff. Further, at the Olympic festival the Games could not begin until a black ram was sacrificed. (10) The ancient Greeks regarded nightfall as the beginning of the day, yet another earmark of Israel. In Genesis the "evening and the morning was the first day," the night coming before the sunlight. The Olympic Games signified that time in the Ancient World when the descendants of Japheth and the descendants of Shem became ONE PEOPLE. This was prophesied to occur by Noah. This union also explains why the language of the New Covenant with Israel was written in Greek. In The Origin of the Greek Civilization, historian Chester Starr wrote, "While the Phoenician origin of the Greek alphabet is clear both from the shape of its early letters and from the names given to them in Greek, the date, place, and reasons for the borrowing lie too far back to be entirely visible." (11)

There are two definitive calendrical facts that link this date with Israel. this was the 864th year (Foundation of Time number), or 144x6, after Jacob (Israel) died and Ephraim and Manasseh were adopted into Israel in 1639 BC. Second, this date of 776 BC serves as a calendrical epicenter between two 630 year periods (70x9). Counting 630 years before 776 BC was 1406 BC, Israel's first year in the Promise land of Canaan, and counting 630 years after 776 BC for a total of 1260 years was 146 BC when both the Semitic Cartheginian (of Phoenician descent and Israelite) and Greece fell to the mighty of Rome.
A cook named Coroibos was the very first winner of the Olympics. (12) The first 13 Olympiads the 210 yard Stadium race was the only event. (13) This is interesting, for we find that 13 Olympiads was exactly 52 years, a popularly calendrical unit in the Americas.


775 BC (3120 AM): 2880 Before Armageddon/ 4464 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3534 Phoenix Chronology/ 3264 Orbital Chronology/ 2664 Descent of Watchers/ 2040 Anno Pyramid/ 1464 After Flood/ 1124 After Babel/ 672 After Exodus/ 632 Year of Israel/ 156 Divided Kingdom

This is the first year of the first Olympiad. This is the first official Western World calendar, and as is shown in When the Sun Darkens and Nostradamus and the Planets of Apocalypse the Western World will die in 2040 AD during a poleshift caused by planet Phoenix. This year, 775 BC, is the year 2040 Anno Pyramid, the pyramid being the seal of both Joseph (Israel) and the United States. This was 864 years after Ephraim and Manasseh adopted into Israel in 1639 BC in Egypt, two patriarchs who would father peoples that would become mighty empires in the Last Days. The Battle of Kuruksat was 1879 BC was fought between the East and West exactly 1104 years (552+552) earlier, and this year of 775 BC is 480 years after the Danaan Dynasty of Mycene was founded in 1255 BC, the Mycenaeans governing over the Peloponness. This was exactly 8064 months (864), or 672 years after the Exodus of Israel from Egypt in 1447 BC and 1872 months (156 years) of the Divided Kingdom Chronology, 1872 being 144x13. This begins exactly 2880 years (144x20) before Armageddon.

767 BC (3128 AM): 2872 Before Armageddon/ 4472 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3542 Phoenix Chronology/ 3272 Orbital Chronology/ 2048 Anno Pyramid/ 1472 After Flood/ 1132 After Babel/ 680 After Egypt/ 640 Year of Israel/ 164 Divided Kingdom / 9 Olympiad Year

Twenty-two years before Israel was carried away captive to the land of Assyria the prophet Hosea foretold that this would occur. Hosea is commanded by God to marry an adulterous woman named Gomer, this being a prophetic foreshadowing of the time coming when adulterous Israel would be removed to the north. Interestingly, the prophet's name, Hosea, was the same name as Israel's last king, Hosea, who was on the throne when Assyria came and took the Ten Tribes by force and deported them in 745 BC. As this was 680 years after Israel escaped Egypt in the Exodus in 1447 BC, this is exactly 244,800 days (2448). This is factored easily on the Ancient Year of 360 days a year.

765 BC (3130 AM): 2870 Before Armageddon/ 4474 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3544 Phoenix Chronology/ 3274 Orbital Chronology/ 2050 Anno Pyramid/ 1474 After Flood/ 1134 After Babel/ 682 After Exodus/ 642 Year of Israel/ 166 Divided Kingdom

The prophet Amos foretold that the Israelites would be led captive out of the land, his prophecy dated 2 years before the great quake of 763 BC during Uzziah's reign over Judah and Joash of Israel.

763 BC (3132 AM): 2868 Before Armageddon/ 4476 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3546 Phoenix Chronology/ 3276 Orbital Chronology/ 2052 Anno Pyramid/ 1476 After Flood/ 1136 After Babel/ 664 After Exodus/ 644 Year of Israel/ 168 Divided Kingdom/ 13 Olympiad Year

King Uzziah of Judah usurps the authority and office of the priests violating Mosiac Law. When Uzziah was in the Most Holy Place an earthquake occurred in Jerusalem and Judah (1) as a solar eclipse occurred over Assyria according to an Assyrian Eponym. (2) The inhabitants of Jerusalem fled to the hills for fear of collapsing buildings. The Temple wall cracked and bright sunlight pierced the inner darkness and illuminated King Uzziah and he was instantly seized with leprosy (3) and subsequently banished from the city.
Pliny the Elder wrote over 7 centuries later that there was a long demonstrable history of earthquakes attending eclipses. This was the 240th year after the Throne of David was established in Jerusalem in 1003 BC.

1. Zechariah 14:5; 2. Secrets of Time 207, citing Eponym of Bar-Sagale;
3. Josephus, Antiquities 9.10.4

753 BC (3142 AM): 2858 Before Armageddon/ 4486 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3556 Phoenix Chronology/ 3286 Orbital Chronology/ 2062 Anno Pyramid/ 1486 After Flood/ 1146 After Babel/ 694 After Exodus/ 654 Year of Israel/ 178 Divided Kingdom / 23 Olympiad Year

The beginning of Rome was in this year by all accounts and the first king was Romulus, who orchestrated a treaty with the local Sabines to enlarge the Latin state in Italy. (1) A container of earth was deposited in the foundation containing dirt from Troy. (2) The Latins had a long history, as well as the Sabines, but a newer people had emerged as a great power in Etruria, called the Etruscans. The latins early on were merged racially with the Edomites and blood of Esau through Zepho and his kin. The Latins claimed no glorious history but exiles from Asia Minor arrived claiming descent from Troy landed on their shores and from these men emerged Rome. This was a large body of men who landed without women as will be explained in 749 BC. It had been anciently prophesied according to lactantius that a mighty empire would be born from a colony of Trojans. (3) The Romans themselves identified themselves as the descendants of Trosix Troy (4) and in the 4th Letter of Hillel III among the Vatican archives we read that about 2000 years ago it was the majority opinion that Rome's origin was with descendants of the Trojan State along with other adventurers who established themselves along the banks of the Tiber. (5) A late translator of the Book of Jasher some time after 753 BC rendered a passage in Jasher—"And the children of Chittim are the Romim who dwell in the valley of Canopia by the river Tibreu [Tiber]." (6)

The Trojans are called the Etruscan people of Dardanus, and this is why they chose to migrate to Italy. In Scripture peoples are called by the names of the geography they inhabit. One of Japheth's sons was Javan, who himself had four sons that became nations: Elishim, Tarshish, Chittim Dudonim. These people took up residence in Asia Minor, along the Aegean coast and Italian peninsula and Sicily and Sardinia. Tarshish in Asia Minor was later rendered Tarsus, home to the famous apostle Paul. The Chittim were the Latins of Italy and the Dudonim along the coasts were the Trojans of Ilium who claimed descent from Duro Dunian [Dudon, plural being Dudonim]. When the Trojan exiles arrived in Italy their speech was understood because these exiles were racially and linguistically kin to the Chittim.

The city of Rome was initially called Septimontium, or City on Seven Mountains, and Romulus was the first of the Seven Kings of Rome. During his reign in the beginning of Roman history it was prophesied that the end of Rome would be under another ruler named Romulus, and this was indeed fulfilled in 476 AD when the German kingdoms came together and defeated Rome. Incidentally, the founding of Rome in 753 BC was 476 years after the Fall of Troy in 1229 BC. Tradition asserts that Romulus was a murderer who killed his brother, Remus, for the kingship, and this parallels the fact that Cain kill his brother Abel, and Cain died in the year 753 Annuus Mundi (3142 BC).

There were five tribes in ancient Italy at this time. The Sabines were related to the descendants of Japheth and Javan. Today we refer to these people as Etruscans but the early Romans called them Umbri, which is Latin for Hebrew. (7) These people were Hebrew Phoenicians who settle in Italy about three to four centuries earlier. It is known that before settling in Italy and founding Etruria these people had come from Asia Minor. (8) Livy about 2,000 years ago wrote that the Etruscans were a Semitic people organized into Twelve Tribes People, who were very learned in religious lore and matters, a people who held nothing more sacred than their ancient religion. Livy also related that the holy men and priests of the Etruscans were by sacred law all from the same tribe [Levites] (9)
The Etruscans were probably part of the great Israelite migrations of 1365 and 1345 BC, the Dannaan and Ionian waves that settled in Asia Minor and formed the Ionic States, before again relocating to Italy shortly after the Trojan War. It has been found that the Trojan hero Aeneas was venerated in their art. (10) The Etruscan alphabet derived from the Greek alphabet that was in use about 700 BC, which we know came from the older Phoenicians alphabet. (11) The Etruscan language was not Greek, nor Latin. They merely adopted Greek in their script.

This year, the founding of Rome, was 828 years (414+414) after Zepho, grandson of Esau, begins to live and rule among the Chittim of Italia, or two Cursed Earth periods. This was also 612 years (half of 1224) after the Dannaan migrated throughout the Peloponnes in 1365 BC. 612 is a quarter of 2448 and the sum of 1224 is a timeline found between many events in world history related to Israel and its descendants.

Rome will be known by its neighbors as the Ravining Wolf and these people will emerge to be terrible foes to first Israelite-descended peoples, but later to Christians and Christian institutions. Nothing has done more damage to the Christian faith than the Roman Church. The first victims the Roman spirit of Esau will afflict, conquer and absorb are the Jacob-descended Etruscans. 753 BC begins the Ab Urbe Condita calendar, or From the Founding of the City.

Tiglath-Pileser III of Assyria in this year conquered the northern tribes north of Assyria, an Indo-European people descended from Japheth settled around the Black Sea. These were the ancestors of those people who would be forced to integrate with the Israelites after 745 BC and later, a people who would arise in history as the mighty German nations. The same Germans that would in 476 AD conquer Rome. In this year Rome was founded the Assyrians conquered those people that would defeat Rome.


As Babylon gained more and more freedom from the mighty Assyrian overlords King Nabonassar instituted a new calendar in this year. This was 888 years after Ephraim and Manasseh received the adoption into Israel and the blessing to be mighty empires in the last 18 days in 1639 BC.

749 BC (3146 AM): 2854 Before Armageddon/ 4490 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3560 Phoenix Chronology/ 3290 Orbital Chronology/ 2066 Anno Pyramid/ 1490 After Flood/ 1150 After Babel/ 698 After Exodus/ 658 Year of Israel/ 182 Divided Kingdom/ 27 Olympiad Year/ 4 Year of Rome

Rome was founded by a large multitude of men who had landed and without women, men who claimed descent from Troy. They asked their Sabine neighbors to provide them with women, a request denied. In this year the Romans devised a plan and orchestrated a Neptune Festival and invited all their neighbors. The Sabines brought their families to enjoy the gathering and at a signal the Romans kidnapped many Sabine women from the crowds. This exact same event occurred 1104 years priorly in 1853 BC when the children of Tubal, called Sabines because of where they dwelt, refused to give their daughters over to the Chittim. 1104 years is 552x2. The beginning of the Chittim and the beginning of the Romans began with the Rape of the Sabine Women. Remarkably, the end of the Roman monarchy in 509 BC
comes about behind a revolt after Rome's seventh king, Tarquin the Proud's son, rapes a woman and she opts to die rather than see him live. This abduction of the Sabine women was 240 years before the Fall of Roman Monarchy in 509 BC, and 480 years (240+240) after the Fall of Troy in 1229 BC.

747 BC (3148 AM): 2852 Before Armageddon/ 4492 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3562 Phoenix Chronology/ 3292 Orbital Chronology/ 2068 Anno Pyramid/ 1492 After Flood/ 1152 After Babel/ 700 After Exodua/ 660 Year of Israel/ 184 Divided Kingdom/ 6 Year of Rome  

In the fifth year of Tiglath-Pileser III of Assyria he invaded the west and campaigned against the Mediterranean coastal nations to obtain cedar and received tribute from Biblos, Sidon and Arwad. (1) These were Phoenician cities with significant Israelite populations. This was 700 years after the Exodus in 1447 BC, and 184 years after Israel and Judah became two separate kingdoms in 931 BC, or 2208 months (552x4).

1. Phoenicians 26

745 BC (3150 AM): 2850 Before Armageddon/ 4494 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3564 Phoenix Chronology/ 3294 Orbital Chronology/ 2368 Mayan Calendar/ 2070 Anno Pyramid/ 1494 After Flood/ 1154 After Himyar Babel/ 702 After Exodus/ 186 Divided Kingdom/ 31 Olympiad Year/ 8 Year of Rome

Assyrian king Tiglath-pileser III invades the west and takes captive hundreds of thousands of Israelites among the Ten Tribes of Israel and begins the massive deportation program. **ISRAEL IS BROKEN** as prophesied by Isaiah and foretold to King the king of Judah in 810 BC, the 65 years having come to pass. This is 136 years after Samaria founded by King Omri, or 48,960 days (24,480x2) . Israelites are force-marched into the regions north and east of the Assyrian frontiers to create buffer states and others are brought by force to occupy the land of the Israelites. (2) This is exactly 216 years (108x2) after Tiglath-pileser II founded the Neo-Assyrian Empire in 961 BC at Nineveh, and 108 years after King Shalmaneser fought Israel and others in the Battle of Karkar. That date was particularly connected to the Phoenix Chronology. 745 BC fall of Israel to Assyria was 414 years (Cursed Earth period) after the Kassite Dynasty of Babylon fell to Assyria in 1159 BC.  

It was also 552 years (Phoenix Cycle) after 1273 BC when the Assyrian Empire began and Babylon was annexed. The seal of Israel was the Great Pyramid, and this was also 2070 Anno Pyramid, or 414x5, or 5 Cursed Earth periods. The next nation to adopt the Great Pyramid as its official seal will be the United States, which was born in 1776 AD, or exactly 2520 years (360x7) after the Israelites were deported. The Assyrians would return again in 721 BC to gather the rest of the Israelites, 24 years later, or 8640 days. This was 666 years after 1411 BC when Israel first began their aggressive campaign to occupy the land.

Tiglath-pileser II also conquers Babylon in this year, founding the resurgence of the Assyrian Empire. (2) This is 138 years (Phoenix orbit) before 607 BC (1656 months being 414x4 or 552x3) when Assyria falls to Babylon. Between the Caspian and Black seas north of Assyria were the descendants of the Kassites, a people originally from Elam or Indo-European pedigree. They had overrun Babylonian and were a constant problem to the Assyrians along the frontiers. The Assyrians settled many of the Israelites among them on their northern frontier and more along their eastern domains. The amalgamation between the Japhetic nomads, Kassites and Israelites created a unique people that quickly populated the regions of the Caspian and Black Seas, a culture and race that would vex Rome over and over again known as the Germans. The German migrations into Europe from Mesopotamia is evidenced by the genetic mutation CCR5-delta32. According to Prof. Christopher Duncan and Dr. Susan Scott of the University of Liverpool Biology Dept. This mutation first occurred in Mesopotamia near to the Euphrates and Tigris rivers some time around 1150-1000 BC. Researcher Hugh Montgomery wrote that this gene mutation is found hardly at all in Mesopotamia today, but in unusually high levels in Scandinavia. Interestingly, in ancient Gaul the descendants of the Kassites were called Cassi. (3)
The date of the Assyrian Deportation is fixed in Assyrian Eponyms. XXII (4) Tiglath-pileser III's Annals mention that he received tribute from Samaria, from a city called Menahem, mentioning also the land of Beth-Omri [House of Omri]. (5) Though whole tribes were taken into Assyria, the capitol Samaria was not overcome. It would be 24 more years before Samaria would fall. An inscription of Tiglath-pileser III reads, "Bit Humria [House of Omri]...the wide land of Naphtali in its entirety I brought within the border of Assyria." (6) Other Assyrian references to Israel being taken captive call the Israelites Beth-Sak, or House of Isaac. (7) Recall that it was mentioned earlier that concerning future Israel, Scriptures read- "In Isaac shall thy seed be called..." An Assyrian inscription of King Adad-Nirari mentions "the land of Omri." (8) The Assyrians thus referred to Israel by its dynastic name [Omri], which translates into Assyrian and Babylonian as Kumri [Omri] and Gimmi. When referring to a people we find the Israelites in Assyria called Kimmerians, Cimmerians, Gimmi in reference to their Israelite dynasty but in reference to their ethnicity they were called Bit-Sak (House of Isaac) and Sakai, Sacea (Latin), Saka, and sakasuna which is the origin of the term Scythians. The Saka and the Cimmerians, or Kimmeri were the same people. (9) It is a demonstrable fact that no ancient historians nor excavated records from antiquity ever mentioned these people until this date. In less that three centuries these people, from between the Black and Caspian seas, will explode onto the historical scene in a series of well-documented migrations into the west, to Europe and north into Asia. The term Scythian was original a geographical designation for any group of wandering peoples north of Assyria but it would become the main designation for the Israelites from this date forward. (10) It has been published that a close study of ancient Kimmerian beliefs points to the fact that they mirrored the patriarchal faith of the Old Testament. (11) Some researchers claim that Cimmerian could possibly derive from the Simoni, or tribe of Simeon, and that Scythians derives form the Hebrew succothites, or "dwellers in booths."

When the Assyrians invaded the population of Israel was significantly lower than expected. For over six centuries this people multiplied, filled the land and spilled over with whole groups and families departing upon fleets for far away coasts and countries. The biblical record is very specific that the Israelite would come to populate the entire world.

The oldest books in the Bible relate that concerning Israel's descendants, "...his seed shall be in many waters," (Num. 24:7) and that the tribes of Zebulun and Gad "...shall lack from the abundance of the seas." (Deut. 33:19) Gad was prophesied to be "a haven for ships." The prophet Isaiah had the most to say about Israel's future in "the isles afar off," (Isa. 66:19) who are spread throughout "the coasts of the earth...in the isles afar off." (Isa. 31:8-10) The people of Israel shall be in islands afar off to the north and west. (Isa. 49:1-3) And in Isaiah 66:19 we read that they were to occupy the lands of Javan (ancient Greece, Italy, Sicily & Sardinia) as a place they shall escape to. Israel shall sing songs glorifying God is the isles of the earth (Isa. 24:14-15) for Israel shall "passeth through the waters...from the ends of the earth." (Isa. 43:2, 5-6) Israel shall be spread throughout the whole world as outcasts, among "the islands of the sea." (Isa. 11:11-13) "Keep silence before me, O islands; and let the people [Israel] renew their strength...but thou, Israel, art my servant, Jacob whom I have chosen, the seed of Abraham my friend & Thou whom I have taken from the ends of the earth."(Isa. 41:1, 8-9) "The Lord shall comfort Zion...the isles shall wait upon me, and on my arm shall they trust." (Isa. 51:3, 5) Isaiah here describes how the Israelites will relocate to the islands and coasts, weakened in travail but they will grow strong and populous. The prophet Zechariah also sees this- "And I will sow them among the people, and they shall remember me in far countries...shall pass through the sea of affliction, and shall smite the waves of the sea." (Zechariah 10:7-11) THESE PROPHECIES OF ISRAEL ARE FULFILLED. Since 1407 BC Israelite tribes have been sailing off to reappear along the coasts of the entire Mediterranean and Aegean coasts and even the Atlantic. There are TWO types of migrations of Israel throughout the world. This year, 745 BC, begins the SECOND WAVE, a series of migrations by LAND. The biblical prophecies concerning Israel's overland wanderings are MORE and more SPECIFIC than those concerning Israel's taking to the seas. These will be reviewed in 721 BC.


At this time the prophets Micah and Isaiah were prophesying to the people. Israel is now referred to as Ephraim, which at the beginning of the Captivity under Assyria, Ephraim had become the most populous and dominant tribe. (1) Though Israel was to fill the earth, only a small remnant would return to the land. (2)


723 BC (3172 AM): 2828 Before Armageddon/ 4516 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3586 Phoenix Chronology/ 3316 Orbital Chronology/ 2092 Anno Pyramid/ 1516 After Flood/ 1176 After Babel/ 724 After Exodus/ 684 Year of Israel/ 208 Divided Kingdom/ 30 Year of Rome/ 22 Post-Exilic Chronology

Shalmaneser V invaded Israel and the Assyrians again deported Israelites into their land. He began to seige the city of Samaria but was instantly recalled back to Assyria by his father Tiglath-pileser III and punished for unknown reasons. His kingship was given over to Sargon II. (1) The siege would last almost 3 years. Sargon II's campaign mirrored his predecessor's campaign into the west for three years, & Sargon I of Akkad. (2) This was the Seige of Samaria, which began 138 years (1656 months: 552x3 or 414x4) before Jerusalem would fall in 585 BC to the Babylonians, beginning their own deportation into the east. This was exactly 204 years (2448 months) after Egypt sacked Jerusalem and took away the Temple vessels and sacraments in 927 BC.

1. End of Days 202-204; 2. Sargon the Magnificent 25

721 BC (3174 AM): 2826 Before Armageddon/ 4518 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3588 Phoenix Chronology/ 3318 Orbital Chronology/ 2094 Anno Pyramid/ 1518 After Flood/ 1178 After Babel/ 726 After Exodus/ 688 Year of Israel/ 210 Divided Kingdom/ 55 Olympiad Year/ 32 Year of Rome/ 24 Post-Exilic Chronology

Sargon II succeeded Shalmaneser V and conquered Samaria. (1) In the book of 2 Kings we read, "And the king of Assyria did carry away Israel into Assyria, and put them in Halah and in Habor, by the river Gozan, and in the cities of the Medes." (2) This reveals the cunning of the Assyrians in their deportation program. The Medes were growing in might, in fact, they are specifically mentioned in the writings of the prophets as arising to defeat Assyria. The Assyrians did not want to strengthen Israel by deporting this second wave to the same location as the first in 745 BC, who were placed between the Black and Caspian seas. Instead, these Israelites were placed among the eastern borders and inside the region of Media. In the inscriptions of the Palace of Sargon II we read, "In the beginning of my reign I besieged, I took...the city fo Samaria. Twenty-seven thousand two hundred and eighty of its inhabitants I carried away...I took them to Assyria and put into places people whom I conquered." (3) It is noteworthy that the Israelites, called Saka (from Isaac) as found on the Behistun Rock inscription, found Media favorable and quickly emerged as a dominant people in the country. Called also Saki, Saks. Beginning with their occupation of Media the Israelites prospered and became strong and from this year onward they would literally fulfill the prophecy of Jeremiah- "Thou (Israel) art my battle axe and weapons of war: for with thee will I break in pieces the nations, and with
thee will I destroy kingdoms." (4) From this point on in virtually EVERY major battle and war fought among the nations of the Near East and later throughout Western history, Israelites and their blood descendants will fight on the battlefields at the rise and fall of kingdoms and empires. Assyria will collapse under the might of armies with Israelite auxiliaries, then Babylon will fall as Israelites fight side-by-side with Persians and Medians and Persia will fall to the Macedonians who were descended from Israelites. Egypt will use Israelites as auxiliaries and mercenary armies and Rome will fall, as will Carthage, Pontus, Armenia, Judea and even Rome. In every incident the descendants of Israel play a decisive and major role. This will continue throughout European history, through global colonial wars, with the great empires of Spain, Germany, Britain and the United States up to the Battle of Armageddon when resurrected Israelites and those adopted into the family of God fight the Sons of Darkness and their mortal armies in the year 2106 AD (6000 AM).

In the empty lands of the Northern Kingdom of Israel, Shalmaneser V had displaced a Persian people called Cutheans, settling them into Israel. These people brought their idol gods with them and immediately a plague afflicted them. They understood the source of their trouble and sent envoys into Assyria to enquire among the deported Israelites about their God. Learning about the God of the Hebrews, they abandoned their own and worshipped Him. The plague ceased. (5)

Sargon II in inscriptions boasted of having conquered the whole land of Bit-Umri (Israel). (6) The Israelites of Samaria were called Cimmerians and Cymri, later to be called the Cimbri, a Germanic people. (7) Sargon II usurps the throne of Assyria and arms his troops with iron weapons, providing his forces an advantage against the other armies employing copper and bronze armor and weapons. The Assyrians were the first to expound the doctrine of Blood and Iron. (8) They are the first Iron Empire, an empire with a central government that spans out far beyond its own national borders to rule others with fear and terror for the Assyrians were ruthless and mighty in siege warfare. H.G. Wells wrote that Sargon II was not his original name, or Assyrian title, but he adopted it to flatter the conquered Babylonians by reminding them of their ancient founder of the Akkadian Empire, Sargon. (9) Intriguingly, the first Sargon (Nimrod) also usurped the throne in 1947 BC. In an inscription of Sargon II he boasts of subduing the land of Dilmun, a paradise island, and interestingly, a far more ancient text of the first Sargon, the Great, 12 centuries earlier, asserts that "...DILMUN my hand captured." (10) Sargon II founded Fort Sargon, known as Khorsabad 12 miles northeast of Nineveh. He left a record claiming the wall around Fort Sargon to be 16,283 cubits, which he wrote "...is the number of my name." (11) We recall that the prophets claim that the Antichrist in the Last Days would be an Assyrian, and 666 would be the number of his name.

In this year of 721 BC planet Phoenix passed through the inner solar system. It last entered the inner solar system in 859 BC and the Assyrians were expecting it, representing it as the Winged Disk, 138 years before that was 997 BC and the event was recorded by David as the appearance of the Angel of Death. 138 years before that in 1135 BC it darkened the sun and brought in the height of the Dark Age, and 138 years prior to that was 1273 BC, the first year of the Assyrian Empire. Now, in 721 BC we arrive at the 32nd year of King Romulus of Rome (paralleling the 32nd year of Nimrod in 1915 BC when NIBIRU appeared, who was known as Sargon the Great). Augustine cites Marcus Varro as relating that toward the latter reign of Rome's first king, Romulus, the sun darkened. Augustine wrote that this eclipse of the sun was like the one that occurred when Christ was crucified. He wrote, "...for it is sufficiently demonstrated that this latter obscuration of the sun did not occur by the natural laws of the heavenly bodies, because it was then the Jewish Passover..." (12) Here it is admitted that the sun darkened, not by the moon, but by some unknown body. Augustine wrote that the ancient chroniclers spoke not only of the sun darkening, but also of a sudden storm. (13) Both Phoenix and Assyria are linked by these three dates: 1273 BC, 859 BC and 721 BC, a 552 years period.
This dreadful year for Israel was 408 years \(2448 \times 2\) or 2448+2448 months, after 1129 BC when Assyria conquered Babylon, and 240 years (86,400 days) after 961 BC when the Neo-Assyrian Empire began. This reflects the fact that in this year, the 24th, the Assyrian deportation plan was completed, or 8640 days \(24 \times 360\).

This deportation was by the design of God. From the beginning the tribes of Israel were to become nations of the earth and empires as they steadily multiplied and filled the world with their progeny. God told Jacob (Israel)—"A nation and a company of nations shall be of thee, and kings shall come out of thy loins." (Gen. 35:11) Genesis reads that Israel's seed "shall become a multitude of nations," (Gen. 48:19) "...and thy seed shall be as the dust of the earth, and thou shalt spread abroad to the west, and to the east, and to the north, and to the south, and in thee and in thy seed shall all the families of the earth be blessed. And behold, I am with thee, and will keep thee in all places whithers thou goest." (Gen. 28:14-15) Isaiah the prophet wrote that the outcasts of Israel would be spread across the face of the earth as also the "dispersed of Judah." (Isa. 11:11-13) This admits that the Israelites were a distinctive group from Judah in their separations and wanderings. He further wrote that Israel would be far away in the north, the west and as far as Sinim (Far East). (Isa. 49:1-3, 12) They will "...be scattered far unto all the ends of the earth," and that in this way He "increaseth the nation." (Isa. 26:15) "He shall cause them that come of Jacob to take root: Israel shall blossom and bud, and fill the face of the world with fruit." (Isa. 27:6) Jeremiah the prophet wrote that Israel shall come out of the north (Jer. 3:18, 31:8-10). Zechariah wrote that Israel shall increase—"And I will sow them among the people; and they shall remember me in far countries. (Zech. 10:7-11) Micah the prophet wrote that "...the remnant of Jacob shall be among the Gentiles in the midst of many people like a lion among beasts of the forest..." (Amos 9:9) The Psalmist wrote that Israel was to receive "...the uttermost part of the earth for a possession," (Psalms 2:8), which is indeed what occurred with the birth of the United States of America and the western expansion of the USA from the Atlantic to the Pacific, the coast of California being the farthest west anyone can travel (in the Lower 48). In the Gospel of John we see that the children of Israel were "...scattered abroad." (John 11:52) In the days of Paul the apostle Israel was considered a "commonwealth" (Ephesians 2:12) and the author James began his New Testament book—"James, the servant of God and the Lord Jesus Christ, to the twelve tribes which are scattered abroad, greeting..." (James 1:1) Under the date 745 BC we saw the biblical passages that declared that Israel would take to the seas and settle the coasts of the earth. Now we find that Israel will also spread across the world by land as well. Not one of these prophecies concern sailing or seas, but are in a broader sense, simply mentioning that Israel will fill the earth with people. Thus far this has already been occurring. Over 680 years ago the Danites departed, then successive waves of Danites, Gadites, and the men of Zebulun departed Israel in fleets and became the Ionian and Danaan Greeks, even making it to ancient Ireland. Already there were Aegean and Mediterranean cultures descended from Israel who had forgotten who they were. The prophecies concerning Israel forgetting their identity will be addressed later in this chronology.


It is noted by historians that beginning in and about 720 BC on through 680 BC those peoples
we know as the Greeks were galvanized into a body of social unity. (1) This unification over a 40 year period beginning about 720 BC was no doubt behind the popularity of the Games of Zeus and the meeting of many peoples from scattered parts at the event every four years. In this year the Olympics became an all-nude competition, many believing this started with a runner named Osiippus of Megara who won a footrace naked. (2) This change was astounding to foreigners who were shocked that aristocrats would remove their status symbols (robes, crowns, bracelets, torques) and compete side-by-side with social inferiors. (3)

1. The Origin of Greek Civilization 381; 2. The Naked Olympics 25; 3. The Naked Olympics 25

718 BC (3177 AM)
This is the Annus Mundi year provided by Giraldus Cambrensis for the flooding of the Lough in the reign of Tsecha Labhrwine of ancient Ireland, a king. Cambrensis wrote that many of the ancient towers were submerged beneath the lake. The towers throughout Ireland are a source of mystery, many believing that the Tuatha Ded Danaan erected them. They are masterworks of masonry with odd acoustical properties. This date is most likely 5 years off the true edate of 713 BC, when a major global disaster took place.


The kingship of Rome passes from Romulus to King Numa Pompilius, whose reign would endure 43 years. He was renowned for justice, Livy relating that Numa was deeply reverent, a virtual scholar and learned in all the laws of God and man. (1)

1. Livy 1.18

713 BC (3182 AM): 2818 Before Armageddon/ 4526 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3596 Phoenix Chronology/ 3226 Orbital Chronology/ 2660 Olmec Calendar/ 2400 Mayan Calendar/ 2102 Anno Pyramid/ 1526 After Flood/ 1186 After Babel/ 734 After Exodus/ 694 Year of Israel/ 218 Divided Kingdom/ 63 Olympiad Year/ 40 Year of Rome/ 32 Post-Exilic Chronology

The son of Sargon II, King Senencherib of Assyria, came again Judah and against Jerusalem. King Hezekiah was afraid and consulted the prophet Isaiah, this being his 14th year of reign. (1) In the Temple the prophet told the king not to worry for God would send a "blast" upon the Assyrians and Jerusalem would be saved. Though Senencherib would escape he would be killed in his own land. (2) As the Assyrian army approached the Dark Satllite passed close to the Earth, a former rock and metal moon of NIBIRU of unusual size. In transit it weakened the sun's gravitational hold on Earth and the world stopped spinning on its axis and then retrograded 10 degrees, which is not impossible for the Earth hangs upon nothing. Tidal forces pushed Earth into a slightly elliptical orbit which immediately resulted in the lengthening of the solar year form 360 days to 365.25 days a year. Immense electromagnetic friction caused a flux tube that vaporized 185,000 Assyrian soldiers that opposed Jerusalem. This completed the 395 year orbit of the Dark Satllite. The 185,000 soldiers in their armors with their gear and weapons were a perfect antenna. The Israelis later visited the spot and discovered that the entire host had been vaporized in their armor and they received dignitaries from Babylon requesting to know if the Temple records had anything at all about such an event occurring in the past. Senencherib himself had boasted to Hezekiah of Jerusalem that not even God Himself could deliver them from the hands of Assyria. (3)

The Assyrian Annals of Senencherib confirms the biblical record that King Hezekiah did not surrender nor was he taken- "As to Hezekiah...he did not submit to my yoke. I laid siege to 46 of his strong cities, walled forts and to the countless small villages in their vicinity, and conquered them by means of well-stamped earth-ramps and battering rams..."
I drove out 200,150 people...himself I made a prisoner in Jerusalem..." (4) These captive Judahites do fall vanish into history but become a mighty people, the Jutes, who would later roam through Asia, Europe and eventually assault the British Isles. (5) Sennecherib's assassination is also confirmed in Assyrian records of his youngest son Esarhaddon who succeeded him. Esarhaddon was the father of Ashurbanipal. (6)

This year concludes the 6th baktun of the Mayan Long-Count, or 864,000 days from 3113 BC when the Mayan Calendar began 2400 years earlier. 864 is the Foundation of Time number (see 3031 BC) and in this year the world's calendars are altered. The Ancient World only knew a 360-day year, which to the Mayan was the tun (360), the basis for Mayan prophetic time keeping. (7) The 360-day year mirrored the 360° of heaven, a fact recognized by the early Hebrews, in Sanskrit Brahmanic and Vedic texts, Hindu writings, by the Sumerians, Babylonians, Assyrians, Egyptians and even the Romans. The Persians added five days to the calendar, the Gatha Days, or Bad Luck days. These additional 5 days were the Nemontemi in Mexico, or Useless Days. (8) Even Pliny the Elder admits that the ancient Athenians knew the year to be 360 y days. (9) The sun standing still is an event remembered well in the myths of the world, many recalling how it reversed its course in the sky. In the early Americas it was said that one day ythe sun rose in the morning and then hovered before setting again where it was supposed to arise.

Amazing confirmation of this calendrical change comes from the fact that Roman records cite that in the reign of Numa Pompilius (this being his 3rd year) he changed the calendar in Rome from 360 days to 365.25 days a year (10), Livy reporting that at this time the beginning of the Civil Year was January 1st. (11) Interestingly, King Hezekiah of Jerusalem was also said to have altered the calendar. (12) Lucius Piso in his Annals wrote that King Numa Pompilius called lightning down from heaven through an incantation. (13) This was no doubt a memory of the flux tube phenomenon occurring between Earth and the Dark Satellite. This "lightning" from heaven caused the death of the 185,000 Assyrians, an event also mentioned by the Babylonian historian-priest Berossus. (14) We have further evidence that the alteration of the sun's course occurred in February. It was NN during the reign of NN Numa Pompilius according to Plutarch that the year was changed. The Februum was a sacred purification ceremony conducted at this time in the year. Research published in 1949 AD shows that scientists G. NN of Polhhereiter discovered on Attic and Etruscan art that the magnetic polarity of earth changed in the 8th century BC. (15)

Scholars have erred in calculating the Mayan Long-Count calendar by the vague year system of 365.25 days a year, thinking that the longevity of the world had always been measured with this annual unit. The entire mathematical predicate of the Mayan system demands a year of 360 days or the arithmetic is corrupted. Without considering this and without taking into consideration in 713 BC that the calendar changed, the scholars have devised a Mayan End-Date in 2012 AD, which is exactly 34 years off from the true end date when TIME WILL COLLAPSE (Earth's present orbit altered permanently) in 2046 AD at the passover of NIBIRU. In the 32nd year of Nimrod NIBIRU passed in 1915 BC and in the 32nd year of Romulus Phoenix passed in 721 BC and this is the 32nd year of the Post-Exilic Chronicle that started in 745 BC when the Israelites were carried into Assyrian captivity.

This was the year 3182 Annuus Mundi, or 3182 years since man was banished in 3895 BC. In this year Judah was delivered by God from Assyria, and 3182 NN is th egemtrical sum for "Lion of the Tribe of Judah," as found in Revelation 5:5, according to Bonnie Gaunt.

This year forward until 2046 AD, every year will be 365.25 days in length.

Before he dies, the prophet Isaiah prophesied that Judah will be carried away by the Babylonians because of th epride of King Hezekiah and his foolishness in showing the emissaries of Babylon the treasury of Jerusalem. (1) Isaiah foretold of the rise of a Shepherd out of Persia and named him Cyrus, who would defeat Babylon and free the Jews, even allowing them to rebuild their Temple. (2) This was a shock to the people for the Temple had not yet been destroyed. He predicted that Israel would receive a New Covenant with God. (3) The Savior would visit men and his visage would be marred and body damaged, that he would be a man acquainted with sorrows, grief, rejected by men, despised and yet He would bear the people's grief and sorrow, that He would be wounded for mankind's transgression and be killed. His death justifying many before God because He would bear their iniquity. (4) He would come to proclaim the "...acceptable of the Lord, and the Day of Vengeance." (5) This prophecy refers to the Messiah. The Scriptures in both Testaments repeat that mankind will know the time, but not the "day nor the hour." But the year was never a secret. The year is 2106 AD, the 6000th year of the Annuus Mundii calendar.

By this time the Greeks of Cumae were firmly established in Italy. (6) At this time lived Herophile at Cumae, known better as the Sibyl, in Campania, Italy. Though a Greek, Clement specifically referred to her as "...the prophetess of the Hebrews." (7) The Etruscans in Italy venerated deeply the Sibyl and so did the later Romans as the office of Sibyl was later passed down through a succession of female prophetesses who wrote extensive prophetic texts.

At this time Syracuse began to be a thriving civilization, a people blood-related to Sparta. (8) The Spartans were descended from the Laconians who were Danaans and the Jews claimed kinship with them. Being a Greek culture using a Phoenician script, Syracuse was most like founded as a New Syria.


The Anunnaki planet NIBIRU is at aphelion (furthest distance from the sun) after departing the inner solar system 366 years previously. It now begins its 366 year journey back toward the inner system.
that had not heard of my fame, neither have seen my glory; and they shall declare my glory among the Gentiles." (3) It was here that they would forget who they were, that they were the blod descendants of Israel.

It was foretold by the prophets that in the course of their migrations the Israelites would forget who they were. Isaiah wrote: "For the Lord hath poured out upon you the spirit of deep sleep, and hath closed your eyes..." (Isaiah 29:10) And "I will bring the blind by a way that they know not; I will lead them on paths they have not known; I will make darkness light before them, and crooked things straight. These things will I do unto them, and not forsake them." (Isa. 42:16) The author of Romans declares that "It is written, God hath given them a spirit of slumber, eyes that they should not see, and ears that they should not hear, unto this day." (Romans 11:7-8) "For I would not, brethren, that ye should be ignorant of this mystery, lest ye should be wise in your own conceits; that blindness in part has happened to Israel, until the fulness of the Gentiles be come in." (Romans 11:25) Israel is prophetically referred to as Ephraim and Manesseh, the tribe of adoption, and the name of the firstborn, Manesseh, means forgetful. Isaiah the prophet called the people of Israel a blind people who have eyes. (Isa. 43:2, 5-6)

Israel has begun walking in darkness. Though they forgot who they were they did not forget their faith. The early Phrygians at this time and for many centuries later believed in Attis, who was the Son of God, the Only-Begotten Son and Savior of mankind who was crucified and resurrected to save mankind. Born on December 25th of a Virgin, He was both the Divine Son and the Father. His blood cleansed humanity and He resurrected three days later as the Most High God. (4) This belief was pre-Christian and prophetic, a faith maintained in later Galatia. (5) As we will see in this chronology, everywhere the Israelites migrate to this belief surfaces strongly among the people. That these Cimmerian invaders were Israelites and the predecessors of Christianity (New Covenant) is found by an isometric view of this date. 687 BC was exactly 720 years (Golden Proportion number) after Israel conquered Canaan and moved into the Land of Promise. In 687 BC the prophecy that Israel will occupy Lud is fulfilled and 720 years later was 34 AD, the foundation of the Christian faith which was born in this year, the early Christian movement taking root quickly in Galatia. This year was 1260 years after Abraham was born in 1947 BC and 552 years after the start of the Trojan War in 1239 BC when Phrygia was invaded and destroyed by quakes and flux tube blasts that vitrified the lands. This was the 120th year of the founding of Macedon by Israelites in migration.

It was approximately about this time that Egypt began employing Ionians and Carians as mercenaries. (6) In Asia Minor and Greece there was an Ionian renaissance in full swing as the Aegean nations emerged from a long slumbering Dark Age. The Ionians began mercantile alliances with Phoenician and Egypt. The ties between the Egyptians and the Carians neighboring Lydia and Phrygia are found in place-names like Phoinix and Phoinikus. (7) At this time the intelligencia of the Greek world were Ionian.

Also at approximately 687 BC (690-670 BC) the Constitution of Sparta was enacted, a governing program, militant and radically different than their neighbors. (8)


In the 112th year of the Ethiopic Dynasty of Egypt, King Esarhaddon of Assyria took Thebes in Upper Egypt in his first Egyptian campaign. He begins to rebuild Babylon and is the son of Queen Zakutus. Esarhaddon rules over both Assyria and Babylon.
The Assyrians completely destroy the Phoenician city of Sidon, but the seagirt city of Tyre is untouched. This is 68 years, or 24,480 (2448) days after the Assyrians deported the Ten Tribes of Israel in 745 BC. The solar year changed in 713 BC, 36 years earlier, so adding 5.25 days to each year gives us exactly 189 days which means that the 24,480th day from Israel's deportation could still well fit within the year 677 BC when the Assyrians returned to the west. This invasion was 552 years after the Tshajnexxarxi Fall of Troy in 1229 BC and 770 years (70x11) after the Exodus of Israel form Egypt in 1447 BC.

673 BC (3222 AM): 2778 Before Armageddon/ 4566 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3636 Phoenix Chronology/ 2700 Olmec Calendar/ 2440 Mayan Calendar/ 2142 Anno Pyramid/ 1566 After Flood/ 1226 After Babel/ 774 After Exodus/ 734 Year of Israel/ 80 Year of Rome/ 72 Post-Elilic Chronology/ 40 Orbital Alteration
Tullius Hostilius becomes 3rd king of Rome, his reign lasting 33 years until 641 BC. This is the 80th year of Rome.

671 BC (3224 AM): 2776 Before Armageddon/ 4568 Anunnaki chronology/ 3638 Phoenix Chronology/ 3368 Orbital Chronology/ 2144 Anno Pyramid/ 1568 After Flood/ 1228 After Babel/ 776 After Exodus/ 736 Year of Israel/ 82 Year of Rome/ 74 Post-Elilic Chronology/ 42 Orbital Alteration
King Esarhadon of Assyria invades Aram (Syria), annexing it, and then astonishes the world by crossing his army over the Sinai Desert to attack Lower Egypt by surprise, sacking the ancient city of Memphis (Heliopolis/On).

Ashurbanipal ascends the throne of Assyria, the grandson of Sennecherib, a king remembered by the Greeks as Sardanapalus. (1) He ascended at death of Esarhadon by the guidance of Queen Zakutu. He was a scholar appointed as king and he set out to collect all the ancient texts of the Near East and abroad, sending scholars to distance nations to obtain copies of the oldest writings. He collected about 26,000 texts. (2) He is famous for this Library of Nineveh which was discovered in 1850 AD, cuneiform records that have aided modern scholars in understanding the Ancient World. A stone tablet written by himself boasts that his sages taught him the tablets "...from before the Flood." This year begins a 666 year countdown to the birth of Jesus (see 2 BC). He was a son of Esarhadon.

1. A Short History of the World 64; 2. Elder Gods in Antiquity 296

661 BC (3234 AM): 2766 Before Armageddon/ 4578 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3648 Phoenix Chronology/ 3378 orbital Chronology/ 2154 Anno Pyramid/ 1578 After Flood/ 1238 After Babel/ 786 After Exodus/ 746 Year of Israel/ 270 Divided Kingdom/ 92 Year of Rome/ 84 Post-Elilic Chronology/ 52 Orbital Alteration
King Ashurbanipal invades Egypt and sacks Thebes in Upper Egypt ending the Ethiopic Dynasty which began its first year 130 years earlier. (1) This is the 300th year of the Neo-Assyrian Empire began in 961 BC and the 90th year of the Babylonian Nabonassar Calendar that began 751 BC.

In this year the Greek city of Byzantium was founded at the narrowest strait between Europe and Asia. This city would later be called Constantinople and be the seat of the Eastern Orthodox Roman Empire, a city overrun by the Turks in 1453 AD now called Istanbul. This is 270 years (3240 months being 1080x3) after Israel and Judah separated in Civil War in 931 BC. This was 115 years after the Olympiad Calendar began, or 1380 months (138x10: 138
is a Phoenix orbit) and 92 years after Rome was founded, or 1104 month (552+552).

The prophet Nahum at this time prophesied that the Assyrian capital of Nineveh would be laid waste and hidden from mankind. (2) This was difficult for anyone in those to believe for Nineveh had walls 100 ft. high thought to be impregnable, high towers and the city covered a vast area. But this is exactly what occurred over time after the Babylonians and Israelites (as will be shown) destroyed Nineveh. The ruins of the city were not re-occupied, but were covered by the desert over the centuries and not rediscovered until 1842 AD.

1. A Short History of the World 64; 2. Nahum 3:7-11


The ruling families of Corinth are expelled and emigrate to Macedonia, where many people from Asia Minor were settling. (1) It was 150 years earlier than Macedon was settled by the descendants of Israelites. Further, Corinth was founded by Israelites as demonstrated earlier, the Ionians and Danaa. The emigration from the Ionians and Danaa makes sense in this light. This was 1242 After the Babel Dispersion, or 414x3 years. This was 270 years after Egypt invaded Judah in 927 BC.

1. Alexander of Macedon 4-5


After 330 years below the inner solar system the Ancient Earth-Killer Comet Group ascends and crosses the ecliptic. If they were seen from earth is not known. What is revealed by these astonishing calendrics is that something of epic importance occurred in this year for Israel or Israelite descendants. 3240 Anus Mundi (1080x3) and 2760 years (552x5) Before Armageddon. This was 2448 of Vedic Calendar (1224+1224) and it was 1224 years after the Battle of Kuruka since when the East fought the West and won in 1879 BC. This was also 1584 years (792+792) After Flood (2239 BC) and 792 years after the Exodus that occurred in 1447 BC, or 2448 AM. As this was 2760 Before Armageddon it was also 276 (138+138) after Israel and Judah split in the Civil War of 931 BC. This was 90 years (1080 months) after the Ten Tribes of Israel were deported into Assyria. As this was also 756 years (108x7) after the Israelites conquered the kingdoms of Sihon and Og of Bashan in 1411 BC and exactly 600 years (Great Year) since the Danaa Dynasty of Mycene was founded in 1255 BC, the sum total of these calendrics indicates that a mighty Israelite movement ended in this year and began a nation. Perhaps further research will shed light on what great people were founded in 655 BC.
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Ashurbanipal of Assyria invades Persia and destroys its capital city, susa Susa. the Assyrians used Israelite auxiliaries in their forces. this was 720 years after many Israelites fled on ships in 1345 BC. After 286 years beneath the inner solar system the Sodom-Trojan Apocalypse Comet Group passes through the inner system.

642 BC (3253 AM): 2747 Before Armageddon/ 4597 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3667 MMSXIIIIXII110 Phoenix Chronology/ 3397 Orbital Chronology/ 2173 Anno Pyramid/ 1597 After Flood/ 1257 After Babel/ 805 After Exodus/ 765 Year of Israel/ 289 Divided Kingdom/ 111 Year of Rome/ 103 Post-Exilic Chronology
The Romans engaged and defeated the Sabines at Mantrap Wood and just after the battle a rain of stones fell from heaven upon Mount Alba near Rome. Reports filtered in that the stones had fallen upon the countryside and men were despatched to investigate the stones. Shortly afterward a plague broke out and even sickened King Tullius Hostilius. Then a bolt of lightning struck the palace and burnt it down, with the king inside dying. (1) This is the 3rd year of the Sodom-Trojan Apocalypse Comet Group, a pattern repeated after that of the astronomical omens and comets that afflicted the world in 1229 BC during the Fall of Troy, which was the 3rd year of this same comet group. In 1229 BC flux tube blasts (thunderbolts) from heaven melted many forts and stone surfaces, vitrifying them in Anatolia, and this lightning that struck the palace was also probably of a flux tube from space.

1. Livy 1.31

Josiah ascends the throne of Judah, said in the Scriptures to be the last good king. By this time all copies of the Torah (Books of Moses) were lost, the Temple having been sacked by the Egyptians. During his reign a copy of the Torah would be discovered.

Ancius Marcius becomes the 4th king of Rome, the grandson of Numa Pompilius, reigning for 24 years until 616 BC. Thales of Miletus born, a famous Ionian who predicted the darkening of the sun to occur in 583 BC (Phoenic transit). He was a Phoenician by remote descent according to Herodotus, probably an Israelite, and considered one of the Wise Men of Greece.

630 BC (3265 AM): 2735 Before Armageddon/ 4609 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3679 Phoenix Chronology/ 2185 Anno Pyramid/ 1609 After Flood/ 1269 After Babel/ 817 After Exodus/ 777 Year of Israel/ 301 Divided Kingdom/ 146 Olympiad Year/ 123 Year of Rome/ 86 115 Post-Exilic Chronology

After 15 years over the ecliptic the Sodom-Trojan Apocalypse Comet Group has deteriorated into a massive strew field of detritus, its orbital velocity slowing by about five years with the loss of mass reducing its subsolar orbit to 281 years instead of 286. King Ashurbanipal of Assyria dies in this year.

628 BC (3267 AM): 2733 Before Armageddon/ 4611 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3681 Phoenix Chronology/ 3411 Orbital Chronology/ 2187 Anno Pyramid/ 1611 After Flood/ 1271 After Babel/ 819 After Exodus/ 779 Year of Israel/ 303 Divided Kingdom/ 125 Year of Israel/ 117 Post-Exilic Chronology

Jeremiah the prophesied in the 13th year of the reign of King Josiah of Judah. (1) He foretold that Judah would fall by an ancient nation (2) and the Judah would be totally destroyed. (3) While Judah would be led away into captivity, Israel would be driven into all nations, and that their captivity would actually be for their good. (4)

627 BC (3268 AM): 2732 Before Armageddon/ 4612 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3682 Phoenix Chronology/ 3412 Orbital Chronology/ 2188 Anno Pyramid/ 1612 After Flood/ 1272 After Babel/ 820 After Exodus/ 780 Year of Israel/ 304 Divided Kingdom/ 126 Year of Rome/ 118 Post-Exilic Chronology

Nabopolassar becomes the first king of the emerging Chaldean Dynasty of Babylon when he led a successful revolt against Assyria. This was 124 years (1488 months: 744+744) of the Nabonassar Calendar in 751 BC. The very end of the Babylonian year was 1273 After Babel, paralleling the 1273 BC date Assyria annexed Babylon. This Babylonian Dynasty would last exactly 90 years (1080 months) until 537 BC when the Babylonians would be defeated by Persia.


The prophet Ezekiel is born, paralleling the 622 Annu Mundi date of the birth of Enoch in 3273 BC. As did Enoch, so too did Ezekiel prophesy many Last Days events from visions and dreams.


The infamous Draco of Athens passes stringent legal reforms that oppress the people, from which is derived the RR term draconian. The Athenians are thoroughly Greek but their predecessors were Ionians (Israelites), the earliest Athenians claiming they came from Twelve Tribes. (1) This year was 744 years (Golden Proportion) after 1345 BC when the Israelites fled their allotted territories by ship for the Aegean, and 324 years (108x3 years) after King Jedidiah (Solomon) sold 20 Israelite cities to Phoenicia in 945 BC.

1. Sacred Number 96

619 BC (3276 AM): 2724 Before Armageddon/ 4620 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3690 Phoenix Chronology/ 3420 Orbital Chronology/ 2484 Vedic Calendar/ 2220 Anunnaki Dynasty/ 2196 Anno Pyramid/ 1620 After Flood/ 1280 After Babel/ 828 After Exodus/ 788 Year of Israel/ 312 Divided Kingdom/ 134 Year of Israel/ 126 Post-Exilic Chronology/ During some reconstruction in Jerusalem a forgotten copy of the Books of Moses was discovered inside the walls of a building. The priests began reading the Scriptures to the people in the Temple and King Josiah immediately instituted spiritual reforms and had the altars of Baal and high places (groves of Asherah) destroyed throughout Judah. This was the 18th year of King Josiah and the people were astonished at the contents of the Word of God. (1) Israel's history is interwoven with both the orbits of Phoenix and NIBIRU. In this year it was 2484 years (414x6 or 138x18) from start of the Vedic Calendar, the Kali Yuage or Black Age. This was also 828 years (414x2 or 138x6) after the Exodus of Israel from Egypt in 1447 BC. Additionally this was 792 years (NIBIRU orbit) after the Israelites first took land in Canaan in the war of 1411 BC. This is exactly 10 years before the Egyptians kill King Josiah in 609 BC.

1. 2 Kings 22:13, 23:2, 2 Chronicles 34:21-22


King Nabonassar of Babylon makes war against the other Euphratean kings, Akkad being the seat of his Chaldean Dynasty. In the 10th month of the year the Assyrian and Egyptian armies attacked Nabonassar but were driven off. Then Nabonassar attempted to conquer
Assyria but was repelled, as recorded in the Babylonian Chronicle. (1) After this he was
stricken by a disease which affected his ability to speak and lasted seven years, almost
to his death. Nebuchadnezzar II would inherit this condition from his father. (2) At this
time the mother of the last king of Babylon was 31 years old, a priestess in a temple
in Babylon having been born in the 20th year of Ashurbanipal of Assyria, in 648 BC. This
woman would go on to live 105 years (1260 months) to 543 BC, the 11th regnal year of her
son Nabonidus. (3) This was 80 years to the fall of the Dynasty to Persia in 537 BC.

Ages in Chaos Vol. II 110-111

616 BC (3279 AM): 2721 Before Armageddon/ 4623 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3693 Phoenix Chrono-
   logy/ 2199 Anno Pyramid/ 1623 After Flood/ 1283 After Babel/ 831 After
Exodus/ 791 Year of Israel/ 315 Divided Kingdom/ 137 Year of Rome/ 129
Post-Exilic Chronology/
L. Tarquinius Priscus becomes 5th king of Rome, reigning for 38 years until 578 BC. He
was the son of a man from the Greek city of Corinth, considered a foreigner to the Romans.
(1) His first military campaign was against neighboring Latins and he victoriously brought
much spoil back to Rome. He also laid the foundation plans for the Circus Maximus and
conquered many Sabine cities, his conquests resulting in a large influx of latin and Sabine
blood into the city. (2) Through conscripted labor he built the famous sewers of Rome.
Over 650 years later Pliny the Elder remarked that despite quakes, building collapses
and immense pressure, the sewers of Rome were still remarkably intact in his day. (3)

1. Livy 1.34; 2. Livy 1.35-36; 3. Natural History: Mining and Minerals 106
   p. 355

615 BC (3280 AM): 2720 Before Armageddon/ 4624 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3694 Phoenix Chrono-
   logy/ 3424 orbital Chronology/ 2488 Vedic Calendar/ 2200 Anno Pyramid/ 1624
After Flood/ 1284 After Babel/ 832 After Exodus/ 792 Year of Israel/ 316
Divided Kingdom/ 138 Year of Rome/ 130 Post-Exilic Chronology/
King Artaxerxes begins the Median war against Assyria. The Assyrians call on their vassals
to the north for aid, Cimmerians called the Umman-Manda in the Babylonian Chronicle.
These were the Israelites who had been taken into captivity and settled between the Black and
Caspian Seas and along the borders of Media and Persia 130 years earlier in 745 BC. These
Cimmerians (from Khumri: Omri of Israel, king of Samaria) turned against Assyria and attacked
the great city of Nineveh, forming an alliance with Media where many of their Israelite
kin had been deported. (1) This was exactly 792 years after Israel conquered Canaan and
began a nation in 1407 BC, which occurred in the 2488 of the Ananus Mundi calendar.
This was the year 2488 (1244+1244) of Vedic Calendar begin in 3103 BC. Israel has become
God's battle axe and weapons of war as prophesied.

The Assyrians were powerless to do anything about this breakaway state to the north, the
Cimmerians immediately setting up their own government in a city called Arya, named after
the Scriptural Ariel, city of David, Jerusalem. This is the origin of the term ARYAN,
this city being the epicenter of Israelite migration throughout the Ancient World. (2)
This is exactly 552 years before Rome annexed Judea in 63 BC.

   77-78

614 BC (3281 AM): 2719 Before Armageddon/ 4625 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3695 Phoenix Chrono-
   logy/ 3425 Orbital Chronology/ 2201 Anno Pyramid/ 1625 After Flood/ 1285
After Babel/ 833 After Exodus/ 793 Year of Israel/ 317 Divided Kingdom/ 139
Year of Rome/ 131 Post-Exilic Chronology
King Cyaxerxes of Media destroys the Assyrian city of Ashur and forms an alliance with
Babylon. In Media the Saks (sons of Issac) become the dominant group in the land and no
doubt played a significant part of the attack on Assyria. (1)

1. Tracing Our Ancestors 124

The waters of the Tigris river flooded and damaged the walls of Nineveh, as prophesied by the prophet Nahum. (1) The fall of the capitol is fixed in the Babylonian Chronicle B.M. 21,901 XXXXX. (2) Nineveh destroyed by three armies, the Medo-Babylonian Alliance and the Medo-Scythian (Cimmerian) alliance. Nimrud is also destroyed. Babylon is later credited with the fall of Assyria because Babylon became the next in the succession of Empires, but their allies in Media would turn enemies and orchestrate their fall in 537 BC. Historians ignore the role of the Cimmerians in the fall of Nineveh. The Babylonian Chronicle reads that they "...ruined the temples of the gods of Assyria, all of them." (3) These "gods" were the Anunnaki, who were worshipped in deified forms.


Pharaoh Necho II of Egypt passes through Palestine and is opposed by King Josiah of Judah in the valley of Megiddo (Armageddon). The Egyptians were on their way to conquer Mesopotamia, as they knew of the instability of the Assyrian government, having lost major cities. Josiah feared Nabopolassar of Babylon and Akkad, which was the reason why he thought to oppose the Egyptians but he was killed by dart-throwers in battle. (1) Pharaoh then marched on to the Euphrates and encountered not a declining Assyrian empire but an emerging chaldean one. The Babylonians routed the Egyptians and chased them all the way back to Egypt. (2) This reveals the power of the Chaldean Dynasty, for they fought off the Egyptians when the Assyrians were still in possession of a mighty army that would last another two years.

Pharaoh Necho II some time later commissioned Phoenician sailors to sail around Africa, starting from the Arabian Sea. They sailed around the continent and entered the Mediterranean through the Pillars of Hercules (Gibraltar) in two years sailing, the duration caused because they had to stop and sow and reap a harvest. (3)

1. 2 Chronicles 35:21-24; 2. A Short History of the World 73; 3. Ancient Mysteries 369


King Nabopolassar of Babylonia destroys the Assyrian-occupied city of Harran, this being 54 years (half of 108) before the first regnal year of King Nabonidus in 554 BC according to the Stele of Nabonidus.

607 BC (3288 AM): 2712 Before Armageddon/ 4632 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3702 Phoenix Chronology/ 3432 orbital Chronology/ 2232 Anunnaki Dynasty/ 2208 Anno Pyramid/ 1632 After Flood/ 1292 After Babel/ 840 After Exodus/ 800 Year of Israel/ 324 Divided Kingdom/ 146 Year of Rome/ 144 Nabonassar Calendar/ 138 Post-Exilic Chronology/

The crown prince Nebuchadnezzar II of Babylonia engages the Assyrian army and utterly defeats them, ending the 666 years of Assyrian dominion over the Near East since Assyria first became an empire and annexed Babylon in 1273 BC. This year saw the freedom of many
Israelite-descended peoples that had been displaced and spread abroad by Assyria. This year was 2232 years (744x3) after the founding of the Anunnaki Dynasty before the Flood, and 2208 years (552x4) Anno Pyramid. It was also the 144th year of the Babylonian Nabonassar Calendar founded in 751 BC and 138 years (1656 months: Phoenix orbit) since the Assyrians deported the Ten Tribes of Israel in 745 BC.

Biblical scholars in the early 19th century had no archeological evidence of the existence of Assyria. There was little by the way of proof to corroborate the biblical record. This changed in 1842 AD when under the desert wastes the ruins of Nineveh were discovered, a city that the prophet's predicted that God would hide from mankind. Amazingly, 1842 AD was precisely 2448 years after the Fall of Assyria in this year, 607 BC. The ruins of Nineveh have since yielded forth tens of thousands of cuneiform writings and artifacts supporting the biblical record.

The Egyptians again sought to contest Babylon for supremacy of the Near East. At the Battle of Carchemish the Egyptians were sorely defeated again, this time by the crown prince Nebuchadnezzar II, a son of Nabopolassar who was to die in two more years. This was the 1st year of Nebuchadnezzar II's rule, being crown prince, and the 4th year of King Jehoiakin of Judah, when God visited the prophet Jeremiah. Jeremiah proclaims that he had been warning Jerusalem these 23 years (276 months: 138x18) that they had angered God and that He would send Nebuchadnezzar II to carry the people away. (1) He prophesied that Judah, Syria, Phoenicia, Ammon and Moab would serve Babylon for 70 years, at the end of time the king of Babylon would be punished. (2) At the termination of the 70 years many nations would arise against Babylon and Judah would return. (3) Jeremiah declared that Ephraim (Ten Tribes deported) was God's firstborn and that he would be scattered over all the coasts of the earth and be inheritors of the promises of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. The prophet went on to say that God will enter a New Covenant with Ephraim, not the Mosaic covenant, but one where He would "...write His law not on tablets of stone, but in the hearts of humanity." (4) This year begins the Sennacherib Babylonian Empire, Nebuchadnezzar II, though crown prince (5), counted the beginning of his reign at his second victory over the Egyptians. (6) The last king of Assyria was chased away and vanished in history, King Ashur-ballit II.

Judah falls under the rule of Babylon and four Judaite youths are sent to Babylon named who are given Babylonian names: Daniel (Beleshashzar), Hananiah (Shadrach), Azariah (Abednego) and Meshach (Judean name unknown). (7) Daniel is a prophet and wise beyond his years.


King Nabopolassar of Babylonia who founded the Chaldean Dynasty died after a reign of 21 years, in the start of his 22nd. (1) The crown prince Nebuchadnezzar II, already king of Assyria, was now made king of Babylon. He had a feeble constitution and had the appearance of a dwarf, having inherited his father's condition and this would become the basis for a famous biblical story in the book of Daniel. He was raised in a temple precinct dedicated to the goddess Ishtar (Astoreth) and this upbringing instilled in him a religious fervor that is evident from building inscriptions and texts from this period attributed to him. (2) like his ancient predecessor Nebuchadnezzar I over five centuries earlier, he too was a builder king and religious reformer.

This was the year of King Nebuchadnezzar II, who counted his reign as having begun in 607 BC when he defeated the Egyptians a second time. In this year the king of Babylon has a dream of an image (statue) with a head of gold, breasts and arms of silver, belly and thighs of brass, and legs of iron, with feet having toes mixed with iron and miry clay. The statue
was struck by a stone from heaven uncut by human hands and the metals were all destroyed. The king of Babylon was disturbed and threatened with death all the sages and wizards of the realm if they could not tell him exactly what he had dreamed and the interpretation of it. Daniel interpreted this message from God, which concerned Four Empires: Babylon, Persia, Greece and Rome. (3) The Stone would arrive in the Last Days to overthrow all human governments to establish the Stone Kingdom of the Messiah.

In this year occurred a mass migration of Israelites from between the Black and Caspian Sea. With the collapse of the Assyrian Empire and emergence of Arya the Israelite begin fulfilling the words of the prophets, beginning their migrations ot the north and west. This is the text of 2 Esdras 13:39-46, dated to about 420 BC:

And whereas thou sawest that he gathered another peaceable multitude unto him; those are the Ten Tribes, which were carried away prisoners out of their own land in the time of Osea (Hosea), the king, whom Shalmaneser, the king of Assyria led away captive. And he carried them over the waters (Tigris, Euphrates) and so came they into another land. But they took counsel among themselves, that they would leave the multitude of the heathen, and go into a further country where never mankind dwelt, that they might keep their statutes, which they never kept in their own land. And they entered into the Euphrates by the narrow passages of the river...for through that country there was a great way to go, namely, of a year and a half [360*180 is 540 days: half of 1080]. And the same region is called Arsameeth. Then dwelt they there till the latter time.

The prefix Ar is a geographic designation for mountain, river or any important geophysical marker. Between the rivers Danube and Don in Europe, both named after Dan and the Danaan, is the river Sereth, as named on old maps. (4) This is Ar-sareth. Josephus in his Antiquities wrote that only two tribes migrated back to Palestine and that the vast majority of Israel vanished into migrations. (5)

The Black Sea was long ago called the Cimmerian Sea, and these mysterious people erupted onto the scene of antiquity having no origin, no history and were completely ignored by EVERY ancient writer or annalist prior to the 8th century BC. this is because prior to their appearance the lands between the Balck and Caspian Seas were home to small bands of marauding nomads before the Assyrians dumped over 50% of the Israelite population into the area. The Cimmerians were often written about by the Greeks and Romans, though they admitted their origin was unknown, though when they appeared they were already a vast multitude. Though Khumri (Omri) was the origin of the name Cimmery, the Latin word Cimmerian means darkness, derived itself from the older Semitic chemarim [darkness]. The Cimmerians were those that the prophecies referred to, "The people dwelling in darkness have seen a great light..." The prophecy refers to the Christization of those Israelite peoples descended from the Cimmerians.


Daniel and the other Eunuchs from Judah taken before King Nebuchadnezzar II, astonishing him with their learning. He appointed them favorable positions in the Babylonian government.

(1)

1. Daniel 1:18-20
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In the 8th year of king Zedekiah of Judah he rebelled against Nebuchadnezzar II and the Babylonian king swiftly seiged Jerusalem, lasting into Zedekiah's 9th regnal year. The king of Egypt came to Zedekiah's aid and tried to raise the seige against Jerusalem but they were chased off by the Babylonians and the seige was renewed. (1) Syria and Palestine fell to Babylon by formal agreement. This was as exactly 324 years (108x3) after the Egyptians sacked Jerusalem and took all the Temple sacraments in 927 BC. The Babylonians take Jerusalem in this year. (2) This is the 1st "overturning" of the throne of Judah, which was prophesied by Ezekiel to overturn three times. (3) This was 7 years before the 2nd overturning of the throne of Judah in 597 BC by Babylon. The 3rd would be in 585 BC with the final fall of Judah and the complete deportation of the nation into Babylonian.

After travelling for 540 days (year and a half) the Cimmerians spread out and occupy the Balkans. As Cimmerians, this immense population is divided between about six different tribes, all of Israelite origin. Whole tribes cross the Danube river into Europe. As this is 204 years (2448 months) after the founding of Macedon there may have been some connection, war or assimilation between them, especially in light of the evidence already presented showing that the Macedonian origin was in Palestine.

This year begins the 1080 years of Daniel's prophecy interpretation concerning Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the Four Empires. The prophecy fulfillment began with Babylon (Head of Gold) taking Jerusalem in this year, 400 years after the establishment of the Throne of David in 1003 BC. The sum of 1080 was the numeric Seal of Israel, as was the Great Pyramid, a monument built and finished in 1080 AM (2815 BC). This conquering of Jerusalem began 66 years (792 months) to the final fall of Babylon in 537 BC by Medo-Persia (Breast of Silver) who would rule over Judea for 207 years (2484 months being 414x6) before they would be conquered by the Macedonian (Thighs of Brass). Macedon would reign until 146 BC (184 years being 2208 months, or 552x4) when they would suffer defeat by Rome (Legs of Iron). In the year 63 BC Rome would annex Syria and Judea, this being exactly 540 years after-

> Jerusalem fell to Babylon (Head of Gold); and

> Israelites migratins as Cimmerians and Scythians settled the Balkans and Europe, a people being the ancestors of the Germans.

The year 63 BC is the epicenter between two 540 year periods spanning backward and forward in time, for 540 years after 63 BC is precisely the year 476 AD when the Ten Kingdoms of Europe lead by the German Odovacar conquered Rome, the year 1080 from the Israelite settlement of the Baikas Balkans and crossing of the Remnesc Danube. The Ten Toes mixed with iron and mry clay are the Ten Kingdoms of Europe of Israelite descent (clay) mixed with iron (partially assimilating with Roman people over a period of centuries), these being the Lost Ten Tribes of Israel.

Geneticist Bryan Sykes had researched tens of thousands of genetic samples from around the world and concludes that the largest genetic contributors to the British Isles and Ireland came from the Middle East and one group that migrated to the Baikas Balkans where they became two groups. One group followed the Mediterranean and Atlantic coasts and the other crossed through Europe. They left their genetic markers in Spain, France, throughout all of continental Europe, England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales and eventually America. (4) This is exactly what will be shown as more and more proof of these amazing migrations are cited in this research on the origins of the Germans, Cimmerians, Scythians, Gauls and Celts.

600 BC (3295 AM)
This is the approximate date for when Solon of Athens visited Egypt and learned things from the priests about the history of the world and the sciences. Solon was a moralist, a teacher, a lawgiver, and philosopher who revised the laws of Athens to bring about more equity between the aristocracy and the commonfolk. The Egyptians told Solon that the civilization of Atlantis sunk 9000 years prior, but this was exaggerated by a factor of 10. The actual disaster was trans-Mediterranean and occurred 900 years prior to about 1500 BC (1447 BC exactly).


Nebuchadnezzar II invades Judah and sacks Jerusalem, in its 8th year of reign (biblical record counting from 605 BC). (1) King Jehoiakim is executed and Nebuchadnezzar II appoints his son, Jeconiah, to take his father's throne. This is the Second Over-turning of the throne of Judah as prophesied by Ezekiel. (2) This was 2484 days (41x46) after the 603 BC destruction of Jerusalem. The prophet Ezekiel is carried away into captivity in Babylon, where he continues his ministry. Three months after appointing Jeconiah as king of Judah, Nebuchadnezzar II imprisons him and takes him to Babylon where he would remain for 37 years. (3) Babylonians take the Temple artifacts and the ancient Tabernacle relics, the utensils and hardware. 1000 golden cups, 29 silver censors, 1000 silver cups, 30 golden vials, 2410 silver vials and 1000 other vessels. (4) This was 330 years (3960 months is 792x5) after the Egyptians sacked the Temple in 927 BC.

Nebuchadnezzar II lays siege to New Tyre off the coast. The biblical prophets declare that a King of Babylon will destroy Tyre for her pride, but this is not a reference to Nebuchadnezzar II, who after 13 years of siege in 584 BC, gives up. The year Nebuchadnezzar II gave up the siege began a 252 year countdown to 332 BC when Alexander of Macedon, now King of Babylon, ended and destroyed Tyre.


596 BC (3299 AM): 2701 Before Armageddon/ 4643 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3713 Phoenix Chronology/ 3443 Orbital Chronology/ 2219 Anno Pyramid/ 1643 After Flood/ 1303 After Babel/ 851 After Exodus/ 811 Year of Israel/ 335 Divided Kingdom/ 157 Year of Rome/ 149 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 180 Olympiad Year

Kingdom of Media gains supremacy over the Persians, the two nations have close relations. Among the Medes are the warlike Saks. These people were known widely by their patronymic name of Isaac- "In Isaac shall thy seed be called." (1) The Saks (of Isaac/Ishaak) were very populous throughout the former Assyrian territories, the main host having settled among the Medes. A large host of these people departed, migrating through the Caucasus and into Russia where they became known as the Scythians, a latin term for the Greek word skuthai, which was used to describe the Sak-geloth, or "prisoners of Sak." (2) They are called Saki in the Persian Zend Avesta, and they founded Sakland south of the Caucasus mountains and on the Jaxartes river they built Samarkand, or New Samaria (capitol of Israel). (3) Ptolemy related that a people form from Media called the Saxones, or Saki, were later known as Scythians. (4) Aeschylus wrote that the Sacae were noted for good laws and were considered a righteous people. Albinus Alcuin, notably the first Anglo-Saxon scholar, wrote that that European Saxons were descended from the Sacae of Asia. (5) Pliny wrote that the Sakai were the most prominent people of Scythia, a people who settled in Armenia. Diodorus Siculus related that the Scythians were originally insignificant and few but had grown into a formidable host, and powerful. (6) The learned Herodotus conferred with some Scythians and found them to be very intelligent and civilized. The Greek traveller was told by them that their race dated back 1000 years prior to the invasions of Darius in 515 BC. (7) Interestingly, 1000 years earlier was 1515 BC when the Israelites were
multiplying in Egypt becoming a mighty people. Herodotus referred to these people as Royal Scythians, a people different from the other nomadic tribes also in antiquity referred to as Scythians. He wrote that among the Scythians were the Getae (wanderers), a people believing in immortality who went after death to Zalmoxis, which means God of Moses. The Getae lived in Moesia, or Land of Moses. (8)

In this year a terrible plague afflicted Athens, possibly throughout Greekdom. Epimenides is credited with purging the city of the malady.

1. Genesis 21:12, Romans 9:7; 2. Tracing Our Ancestors 124; 3. ibid. 126; 4. ibid 130; 5. ibid. 130; 6. ibid. 128; 7. ibid. 129; 8. ibid. 129


In the 12th year (144 months) of the captivity of Judah (from 607 BC) the prophet Ezekiel foretold that Egypt would fall to Babylon, and that God would "...cover the sumwixxwa heaven, and make the stars thereof dark...I will cover the sun with a cloud and the moon shall not give her light..." (1) This was a prophecy of planet Phoenix, which would darken the sun in 583 BC, two years after the ruin of Judah. Ezekiel also foretold that the city of Tyre would fall, a feat believed impossible because it was an island protected by sheer cliff walls, virtually impregnable. (2) He said that Tyre would fall to the King of Babylon, and because at that time Nebuchadnezzar II was seizing New Tyre it was thought to refer to him, but instead the prophecy would meet fulfillment under Alexander of Macedon. Alexander would become King of Babylon and even dine and die in the famous Palace of Nebuchadnezzar II. Ezekiel prophesied that in the Resurrection the people of Judah and the Israelites would be reunited, and become one people. (3)

1. Ezekiel 32:1-17; 2. Ezekiel 26:3-9; 3. Ezekiel 37:11-28


The reforms initiated by Draco, from which the term draconian derives, almost resulted in civil war in Athens. The statesman Solon arbitrates a settlement between the common people and aristocracy. He drafted and implemented legal reforms, planting the seeds that would later emerge as republics and democracies. This was 28 years after Draco instituted his stringent laws. This was 776 years after the Israelites took to ships and sailed to the Aegean and Peloponnesian ports in 1369 BC, 776 being a number repeatedly found in timelines involving Israel and Greek themes.


Ancient Earth-Killer Comet Group passes through the inner solar system.


The biblical record has Nebuchadnezzar II beginning his reign in about 604 or 603 BC, which was the year the Babylonian king took Jerusalem. In the 19th year he invaded Judah again and destroyed Jerusalem and the Temple of Solomon. The prophet Jeremiah escapes after hiding the Ark of the Covenant. He and his scribe, Baruch, with a Judahite princess named Tamar and other flee by ship to Egypt with sacred records and a stone called Jacob's Pillow.
that later kings of Scotland and England would be coronated on as descendants of the House of David. This is the third Overturining of the throne of Judah as prophesied by Ezekiel. (1) The authorities in Jerusalem had had Jeremiaq the prophet locked in a dungeon but he was freed by order of King Nebuchadnezzar II himself. (2) The prophet was initially committed to the care of eunuch Nebo-Sarsekim before totally freed days later. Amazingly, this same Nebo-Sarsekim left behind a tablet record concerning a temple donation that was discovered in 2007 AD. Jeremiah hid the Ark, the Tabernacle and the Altar of Incense in a cave according to the Maccabees text (3) but this is dubious for we have records that the Tabernacle and Temple artifacts were carried away to Egypt in 927 BC, and earlier by the Babylonians. Almost the entire nation of Judah was deported in chains with their belongings to Babylonia where they were divided into two large groups. The first group were sent onward to settle in Media and the borders of Persia and the second group was scattered in smaller groups throughout Mesopotamia.

It is to be noted that in the biblical record there is no more mention of Israelites. The Judahites felt themselves apart from Israel. Assyria had fallen 22 years prior and now the populations of the Israelite-descended Cimmerians, Gimmeri, Cimbri, Galutha, Getae, Saka and Khumri (from Bith-Omri) were on the move, many already settling Armenia. The SHORES OF THE Black Sea and the Balkans. The Fall of Judah was 1656 months (414x4 or 552x3) after the Seige of Samaria by the Assyrians in 723 BC. As Israel moved west in their freedom, Judah was marched east in bondage. Judah's destruction was total, entire cities being emptied and destitute peasants roamed the empty palaces. Unlike the Israelites who were merely deported and resettled, the people of Judah were enslaved. In fact, slavery was a part of the foundation upon which Babylonian society rested. (4) After the Babylonians departed the Edomites quickly raided the waste of Judah and killed the locals who escaped the Babylonians. They had been trying to rebuild the Temple when the Edomites came in and burned it down. (5) For this the Edomites were cursed. The people of the Phoenician cities of Tyre and Sidon rejoiced at the fate of the Judahites and were also cursed. Destruction of Jerusalem attested in the Chronicles of the Chaldean Kings. (6)

Jeremiah and his royal Judahite entourage sailed from Egypt and eventually landed in Ireland, which had been settled by Danaan and then later another branch of ancient Israelites called the Milesians. Through Phoenician shipping contact was constant between Palestine and Ireland. The Judahite princess Tamar was well-received at Tara and married to King Herrom, fulfilling a prophecy of Isaiah— "And the remnant that is escaped of the house of Judah shall again take root downward, and bear fruit upward. For out of Jerusalem k shall g shall go forth a remnant, and they that escape out of Mount Zion." (7) Through Tamar the House of David continued. They lived at Ulster and Irish traditions claim that Jeremiah with his scribe, a Shimon Barach, Barach, were buried there. (8)

In the 4th year of the 48th Olympiad (585 BC) during the reign of King Alyattes of Lydia, according to Pliny the Elder, a Phoenician by mroe descent named Thales of Miletus predicted that the sun would darken in two years (583 BC). This is the same thing predicted by Ezekiel the prophet and as we will find, this was foretold because these men knew about planet Phoenix and its effect upon our world in a direct transit. This ancient astronomical knowledge of Phoenix was first evident when Atreus of the Argives predicted that the sun would darken in 1135 BC. Thales gained fame throughout the Greek world when his prediction came true. More on him in 583 BC.
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Nebuchadnezzar II calls off the Seige of Tyre, during the reign of Ezbabiel, according to Menander in his Phoenician Record, a chronicler from Ephesus. (1) The Fall of Tyre would not come until 252 years later in 332 BC by the Macedonians led by Alexander.

1. Ages in Chaos Vol. II p. 86, citing Josephus


After five years of warfare between the empires of Lydia and Media they gathered on the field of battle when something very unusual occurred. Just as the armies were about to clash the sun darkened halting both sides from any aggression. This was not a normal eclipse, but the transit of planet Phoenix at the appointed time during its 138 year orbit. The calendrics for this year are astonishing. Phoenix darkened the sun right before the Great Flood in the year 1656 (2239 BC), and this is 1656 years after the Flood. This appearance of Phoenix ends the Phoenix Age, the intruder planet falling out of synch with Earth as it passes through the inner solar system every 138 years in the month of May. The two armies concluded peace, and remarkably, both the armies of Media and Lydia would have had Israelites in their hosts. The empire of Lydia was made up of an influx of Gimmeri, the Scythian settlers migrating in waves from the northern Assyrian frontiers. The whole of Phrygia was overrun in 687 BC by Israelite descendants. The Lydians spoke Greek but we feel they were relatively insignificant until their population swelled with the newcomers. (1) In the biblical prophetic text of Isaiah 66:19 the prophet specifically mentions that the Israelites will occupy Lydia (Lud). A rock inscription in bas-relief at Yazilikaya in Asia Minor is believed to be a memorial of the truce between the Medes and Lydians. The king of Media, Cyaxeres, with king Nabopolassar of Babylon, conquered Assyria. Later they were involved in a war against Lydia. Herodotus relates that a king of Cilicia on the Black Sea coast and a king of Babylon helped to negotiate the peace settlement. This king would have to be Nebuchadnezzar II. This is interesting, for this was Nebuchadnezzar II's 24th regnal year, and in the 24th year of his predecessor, Nebuchadnezzar I in 1135 BC the sun darkened when planet Phoenix transited. Two things are noted by the scholar Velikovsky concerning this monument: The relief of Yazilikaya depicts the kings of Lydia and Media holding up an eclipsed sun, and also, in the annals of King Mursilis, we read, "While I marched toward the land Azzi, the sun became obscured." (2)

This was 552 years after Atreus predicted the sun darkening in 1135 BC. Two years prior to this Thales of Miletus predicted that the sun would darken, and now in 583 BC his fame was known throughout the Greek world. Because Greek tradition holds that he accurately predicted the darkening of the sun implies that the Greeks knew that it had darkened. Thales was honored as the first of the Greek philosopher-scientists. He visited Memphis, Egypt and he measured the height of the Great Pyramid by calculating the ratio between his shadow and the shadow of the monument. Thales believed that all things were full of God. (3) It was his accurate prediction that brought instant recognition to Ionian knowledge, philosophy and beliefs. With a rich heritage of ancient Israelite migrations through the cities of Asia Minor for over seven centuries it is not surprising that Herodotus mentions that Thales was a "Phoenician by remote descent." Nor was it surprising that the Ionians (ancient Danaan) drew much of their knowledge from Egyptian sources. (4) Unlike the superstitious mythmakers of antiquity, the Ionians were the first to provide natural explanations for seemingly mysterious phenomena. (5) The affluent of Athens, Corinth and Thebes, all ancienly settled by migrating Israelites, sent their sons to Ionian schools. Thales most celebrated student was the philosopher Anaximenes of Miletus (6),
a city in Asia Minor that had exported wave after wave of Israelite fleets. Anaximenes also had two famous students, Anaxagoras of Clazomenae in Ionia and Diogenes Laertius. (7) Many of the Ionian ages sages had similar names, like Anaxamander of Miletus who believed that the origin of all things was an infinite God (8) Anaxarchus, also of Ionia, who accompanied Alexander of Macedon into Egypt in 331 BC. (9) The popular Ionian root anax found in so many Ionian named names betrays their Israelite origin, a memory of the great Anak of Canaan. Robert Graves in both of his monumental works, The White Goddess and The Greek Myths demonstrates that Anak and Anax are the same historical person, a giant who lived in Palestine.

Thales believed in the soul's immortality according to Diogenes Laertius, and he did not believe in the Homeric cosmology or that of Hesiod. The Ionians did not hold stock in Greek mythology. (10)

This year begins the Japanese regnal lists. In the Chronicle of Japan (Nihon Shoki) the first Emperor was connected to the sun. (11) Why the Japanese kingship history begins at this date is not known, however, it is ironic that the Japanese Emperor considered the Sun as a symbol of kingship. It was 1104 years (552+552) earlier when Phoenix caused a global disasters in 1687 BC and the dynasties around the world ceased calling themselves Children of the Sun.

3. Stolen Legacy 55; 4. Stolen Legacy 67; 5. The Story of Philosophy 80;
Stolen Legacy 55; 9. Stolen Legacy 77; 10. Cosmos of the Ancients 54-55;
11. Time-Encyclopedia-Britannica 2008 at page 591 has it as 585

580 BC (3315 AM)
This is an approximate date for the event in the Chronicles of Eri of ancient Ireland of a ship landing in Ulster with a prophet and a princess with a scribe named Brech. (1)
This was a tradition about Jeremiah, the princess Tamar and Baruch.

1. Hitchhikers Guide to Armageddon 258

Servius Tullius becomes 6th king of Rome, reigning until 534 BC, for 44 years. He would continue Rome's war against the Etruscans. During his reign a census was taken, attendance compelled on penalty of death. The fighting men of war were numbered at 80,000. (1)

1. Livy 1.44

576 BC (3319 AM): 2681 Before Armageddon/ 4663 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3733 Phoenix Chronology/ 3463 Orbital Chronology/ 2239 Anno Pyramid/ 1663 After Flood/ 1323 After Babel/ 871 After Exodus/ 831 Year of Israel/ 355 Divided Kingdom/ 200 Olympiad Year/ 177 Year of Rome/ 169 Post-Exilic Chronology/ Daniel prophesied in this year in Babylon and composed the Book of Daniel, dated by the text of Josephus in Antiquities XII, VII:6. Josephus wrote that the prophecy was made 408 years before it came to pass that the Temple would be made desolate. This occurred as we know in 168 BC when the Temple was profaned by Antiochus Epiphanes with pig's blood, remaining desecrated for three years. The 408 years is a duration identifying Israel, for this is 4896 months, or 2448+2448, the year 2448 AM (1447 BC being the time of the Exodus from Egypt and the receiving of the Law by Moses at Sinai.
572 BC (3323 AM): 2677 Before Armageddon/ 4667 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3737 Phoenix Chronology/ 3467 Orbital Chronology/ 2243 Anno Pyramid/ 1667 After Flood/ 1327 After Babel/ 875 After After Exodus/ 835 Year of Israel/ 359 Divided Kingdom/ 204 Olympiad Year/ 181 Year of Rome/ 173 Post-Exilic Chronology

Nebuchadnezzar II destroys the city of Old Tyre on the mainland, unable to harm New Tyre on the fortified island. In this year the city of Carthage on the north African coasts gains its independence from Phoenicia, a city populated by the descendants of Tyre, Sidon, Syria and Israel. This is 240 years before the destruction of New Tyre in 332 BC by Alexander of Macedon.

570 BC (3325 AM)

Approximate date for when Nebuchadnezzar II visited Egypt with his army and nobles, in his 37th year of reign. This was a diplomatic ceremonial mission and show of force, related on an obscure fragment. (1) This is also approximate date when for 40th year of Anaxamander, Ionian philosopher who believed in the eternal nature of all things. He held that the earth was round and held aloft in space. (2)


In the famous Letter of Alexander to his mother Olympias that had been widely published he mentioned that the Greeks counted the origin of the Persian kingdom to go back 233 years from the termination of his conquests. (1) This would have been 233 years before 328 BC, or 561 BC.

1. Augustine, City of God, Book 12


Nebuchadnezzar II suffered a serious psychological condition known as lycanthrope, a genetic condition he inherited from his father Nabonassar. As predicted by Daniel, the king loses his sanity and assumes the role of a beast and is confined in the court. (1) The Chaldean nobility keeps the matter secret and the condition lasts for seven years. According to Berossus, Nebuchadnezzar II is succeeded by his son Evil-Merodach. Evil-Merodach elevated the status of former king Jehoiachin, giving him the rule over all the Judahites in the Babylonian Empire. This begins Jewish history and the form of government known as the Exilarchy, which had its own palace in Babylon and would remain the center of the Jewish world until 1401 AD, this being 1960 years (70x28). (2)

The fall of Nebuchadnezzar II was not a total end to the man, for after seven years he was revived for a short spell to sanity and the throne before his death. Remarkably this year saw the fall (but not total end) of another famous king in antiquity. King Croesus of Lydia was famous throughout the ancient world for his material wealth and empire. He consulted the Delphic Oracle concerning his plan to attack the Persians and the Pythoness (oracular priestess) responded that Croesus would end a mighty empire which he interpreted as his victory over the Persians. He amassed his armies, among them many Israelites (descendants of) and invaded Persia but was totally subdued by Cyrus, another famous king. Cyrus spared his life, continuing his royal privileges but ending his empire. This was 28 years after Lydia and Media, the sister-nation to Persia, made war against one another in 588 BC.

1. 2 Kings 25:11-30; 2.
559 BC (3336 AM): 2664 Before Armageddon/ 4680 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3750 Phoenix Chronology/ 3480 Orbital Chronology/ 2880 Descent of Watchers/ 2256 Anno Pyramid/ 1680 After Flood/ 1340 After Babel/ 888 After Exodus/ 848 Year of Israel/ 372 Divided Kingdom/ 194 Year of Rome/ 186 Post-Exilic Chronology

Cyrus made war against Media after securing his empire in Lydia, marching against his grandfather Astyages, King of Media. Cyrus triumphed, crowning himself king of Media and Persia and fulfilling biblical prophecy. (1) Now the Lydian west and the Medo-Persian east surrounded Babylonia, all controlled by Cyrus. This was 2664 years (666x4) Before Armageddon and 2880 years (144x20) after the Anunnaki descended to Earth before the Flood, powerful figures in distant antiquity by this time venerated throughout the Near East as gods. There were descendants of both Israel and Judah in the armies of Cyrus, spread throughout Persia, Media and the Lydian realms, including Asia Minor. This was 1080 years after Ephraim and Manesseh were adopted into the family of Israel in 1639 BC and 888 years (Golden Proportion number) After Exodus. This was also the 600 year since the defeat of the Kassite Dynasty of Babylon in 1159 BC, the Kassites having come from Elam, or ancient Persia.

1. The 48 Laws of Power 411


A solar eclipse occurred, viewed from Assyria (northern Mesopotamia), plunging the land into darkness as the moon passed over the sun, exactly 207 years (half 414) after the solar eclipse of 763 BC recorded in the Assyrian Eponym Eponyms. (1) This was 1687 years after the Great Flood (2239 BC), paralleling the 1687 BC Phoenix transit that darkened the sun.

1. End of Days: Sitchin p. 236


Nabonidus begins his reign over Babylonia, a son of Nebuchadnezzar II, 17 years before the fall of Babylon according to the Nabonidus Chronicle. (1) This is 72 years after the first regnal year of King Nabopolassar in 626 BC, and 54 years after the fall of Harran in 608 BC, according to the Stele of Nabonidus. Evil-Merodach had reigned only two years and was assassinated by Nergalizar, his sister's husband, who then assumed the throne for four years. Nergalizar's son, a mere boy, succeeded him but only reigned for 9 months. The youth's reign was marked with depravity and he was assassinated. The Babylonian court elected Nabonidus to be king, as Nebuchadnezzar II was still insane.

On the orders of an oracle, the Spartans exhumed the body of a giant they believed was the person of Orestes, a skeleton measured at ten feet tall according to Herodotus and Pliny. (2) This was 690 years (138x5) after the Seven Against Thebes, when Orestes was indeed alive, the ancient Thebans related by blood to the Lacedaemonians, called Spartans. This was also the 222nd year of the Olympiad system.


King Nebuchadnezzar's sanity is restored and according to the Daniel record he had an epiphany, acknowledging the power and majesty of the true God. His son Nabonidus seems to have
been a silent king. During his final months alive nothing was denied him by the court and he retained the same kingly power he had before he had become insane. (1)

1. Daniel 4:24-26, 33-34


This is the approximate date for the birth of Pythagoras, the most famous ancient mathematician of all time. This Greek would travel to Judea, what was left of it, and learn among the priests of Egypt. He would even submit to circumcision to be admitted to the secrets of the Hebrews. He was the first to be called a philosopher. He was an astronomer and mystic who travelled widely, to Phœnicia, Syria, Chaldea, Media, Persia and even studied among the Brahmins of Hindustan. He would later in life settle in Italy and start a school in Crotona. Most famous for pythagorean theory. Believed Earth a sphere.

In this year Heraclitus of Ephesus was 40 years old, an Ionian scholar, more scientist than philosopher. More on him in this study.


The famous Chinese philosopher Confucius is born. ☹️

After 120 years of building involving the combined efforts of 60 kings and labor from all the peoples of Asia Minor, the plan of the Greek architect Chersiphron is completed at Ephesus, the famed Temple of Artemis, later to be renamed the Temple of Diana of the Ephesians. This magnificent temple would become one of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient World. (1) This year was 4688 of the Anunnaki Chronology, or 1344+1344 years, and the Temple of Artemis was finished 112 years (1344 months) before the next great architectural work of the ancient Greeks was completed by the western Greeks: the Parthenon in Athens in 439 BC. The Ephesian temple is the background of a very famous story concerning the apostle Paul, 600 years after it was completed. This was the year 2552 (2000+552) of the Vedic Calendar. Amazingly, this is the 224th year since the 1st year of the Olympiad Calendar, the 1st year being completed in 775 BC. These 224 years are 2688 months (1344+1344). The eastern Greeks were more sophisticated than their western counterparts, the Ionian states having more intercourse with the east than the Peloponnes and northern Greek states. By this time the ENTIRE Greek world is peopled by the descendants of Japhetic (Indo-European) and Israelite people.

1. Pliny, Natural History: Mining and Minerals 95 p. 354


The ancient Temple of Delphi, seat of the Oracle, was burnt down. The Greeks implored King Amasis of Egypt for aid and he sent a fortune for the rebuilding of the Oracle. (1) This was exactly 900 years after the Israelites fled Egypt in 1447 BC, or 10,800 months. It was 864 years after the Israelites conquered northern Canaan, which became the territory of the Northern Kingdom after 931 BC civil war which was exactly 414 years (Cursed Time) before the Delphic Oracle burnt down. This was 504 years (252+252) after Israel elected a king (Saul) in 1051 BC and 216 years (108+108) after the Temple in Jerusalem was damaged in a quake in 763 BC and 50 years (Hebrew jubilee) after the Babylonians sacked the Temple in Jerusalem in 597 BC. These calendrical connections reveal that the Delphic
oracle and temple were ancient Israelite institutions. As we have seen, the early Danaan and Ionians were indeed Israelites. As we have discovered (see 3031 BC) the sum of 864 is the foundation of geometrical time, linking both time and space. As this was 864 years after the Israelites in 1411 BC began receiving their inheritance in Canaan, the destruction of the Delphic Temple was 2592 years (864x3) to the entire destruction of the Western World in 2046 AD and full-scale Anunnaki invasion when "kingship will lower from heaven," as depicted over and over in the Sumerian records. This was also 1008 years after Israelites aided in the defense of Egypt in 1555 BC. This was the 1260th year after the confirmation of the Abrahamic Covenant in 1807 BC.

1. Stolen Legacy 35

546 BC (3349 AM): 2651 Before Armageddon/ Anunnaki Chronology/ Chronology/ 3493 Orbital Chronology/ 2269 Anno Pyramid/ 191693 After Flood/ 1353 After Babel/ 901 After Exodus/ 861 Year of Israel/ 385 Divided Kingdom/ 207 Year of Rome/ 199 Post-Exilic Chronology/

Thales of Miletus, who accurately predicted the darkening of the sun (Phoenix transit) and gained widespread fame throughout Greekdom, died while attending the Olympics, aged 94. (1)

Ammonius of Miletus completed his work entitled Upon Nature. He believed that there existed a permanent and unchangeable substance beneath all matter, and that all forms and phenomena are merely transformation of this same substance. (2)

1. The Naked Olympics 70; 2. God's Laughter 104


The famous Buddha died, a Far East prophet and religious reformer. This is the 1st year of the Buddhist Calendar, which began exactly 864 years (foundation of Time number) after Israel became a nation in 1407 BC. It is an amazing parallel that the life and traditions about Buddha were the same as Attis of Phrygia, which concerned ancient Israelite faith. Buddha was believed to be a Savior, to have healed the sick, taught in parables, died a violent death when the sun darkened, and died for the sins of humanity. This Buddhist Calendar began a 576 year (144x4) countdown to 34 AD, the time of the very beginning of the Christian movement, the year or year after the Crucifixion of Christ.

In this year the famous mother of King Nabonidus, the last king of Babylon, died, at age 105 (1260 years). She was born in the 20th regnal year of King Ashurbanipal of Assyria and was a priestess of Babylon. She witnessed the rise of Nabopolassar, Nebuchadnezzar II, , she being 63 years old when Judah was destroyed and deported, lived on through the reigns of Evil-Merodach, Nergilisar, his wicked son and her own son Nabonidus. Her life was recorded on a well-preserved votive stele. (1)

1. Ages in Chaos & Vol. II p. 110-111


First year of reign of King Beltshazzar of Babylon. The Judahite prophet Daniel dreamed of a lion, bear, four-headed leopard and a dreadful beast, a mighty horn that overcomes them all until God sits in judgement and a son of man began a mighty government over all nations. (1) This dream concerned Babylon (lion) and the future empires that would cause the Judahite dispersement throughout the world: Persia (bear), Macedonia (leopard) and
Rome (dreadful beast). Rome would finally disperse the Jews into the Four Winds in 70 AD and again finally in 135 AD when they destroyed Jerusalem and the Jews ruined the country. The amazing prophetic dream has a twofold interpretation. These Four Beasts dispersed the Jews in antiquity, but the lion, bear, leopard and dreadful beast would return in the Last Days and bring the Jews back into Palestine, these being Great Britain in the Palestine Mandate (lion), Russia through pogroms that prompted Jews to flee into Palestine (the bear), Germany, which evicted Jews and prompted them to flee in World War II (leopard), and lastly the United States, which played vital roles in both World Wars and will play a final role concerning Israel that has not yet met fulfillment.

Also in this year Milo of Croton in southern Italy, a Greek settlement, won the boys competition wrestling at the Olympics. He would later go on to win five successive wrestling Olympiads in 20 years, a record no one has ever broken. As a youth on a farm he carried a young bull on his shoulders all day as he went about his chores. He carried the bull as it grew to adult size. (2)

1. Daniel 7:1-4; 2. The Naked Olympics 31

537 BC (3358 AM): 2642 Before Armageddon/ 4702 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3772 Phoenix Chronology/ 3502 Orbital Chronology/ 2278 Anno Pyramid/ 1702 After Flood/ 1362 After Babel/ 910 After Exodus/ 870 Year of Israel/ 394 Divided Kingdom/ 216 Year of Rome/ 6 208 Post-Exilic Chronology/

Nabonidus was the last king of Babylon, his throne name being Belshazzar, an antiquarian who restored the old temples of Babylon. He had old records excavated from below ruined foundations, discovering the foundation stone of King Naram-Sin (Nimrod) at Nippur. (1) It is remarkable that the last king of Babylon found archeological evidence of the first king of Babylon over 13 centuries later. In the 3rd year of his reign the old prophet Daniel in Babylon dreamed a vision that he stood in Elam (Persia) where a two-horned ram (Medo-Persian Empire) pushed about until it encountered in a war a he-goat from the west (Grecia) with a notable horn between its eyes (Alexander of Macedon) that collided with the ram, throwing the two-horned ram to the ground. At the height of the he-goat's power he became four notable horns (empire divided into four general's territories). One horn became exceedingly powerful, wicked and aggressive against the south (Egypt) and the pleasant Land (Judea), this being Syria under Antiochus Epiphanes XX IV. He would cause the sacrifice to cease and desolate the Temple by sacrificing a pig on the altar. (2) Most of this vision would come to pass in the following centuries, but Daniel was shown this vision because the beginning of the fulfillment would be in that same year (537 BC).

One night the king of Babylon holds a feast/orgy in the royal court and orders that the holy vessels from the Temple of Jerusalem be brought out. The court used these vessels, nobles and prostitutes, acutesans and the king. They had been in the possession of Babylon for 60 years, since the sack of Jerusalem and the Temple in 597 BC. A vision appeared and scared the wits out of the king, the image of fingers in the air that wrote a message on the stone wall that read— MENE MENE TEKEL UPHARSIN. Daniel the prophet was summoned to interpret the writing, which was layered with meaning. Daniel told them that it meant NUMBERED, NUMBERED, WEIGHED, DIVIDED, explaining that the king had been weighed by God, his kingdom found wanting and had been divided between the Medes and Persians. (3) These words had a mathematical meaning as well, being in Aramaic measures 1000 (MENE), 1000 (MENE), 500 (tekel) and 20 (upharsin), adding up to 2520 (30x7). This year, the blasphemous employment of the Temple vessels by Babylon the same night the Persians took the city counts 2520 years to 1984 AD, the exact midpoint of the Iran-Iraq War, Iran being ancient Persia and Iraq being Babylonia. Also in 1984 AD the Temple Institute was founded for the preparation of the rebuilding of the Temple and replication of the holy vessels.

That night, according to Herodotus in his famous work, The Histories (circa 450 BC), Cyrus of Persia had 360 channels cut into the banks of the Euphrates river to divert the flow of the water so his army could enter the mighty city of Babylon under the wall where the
river ran into the city. The army entered the city with little resistance, the occupation of Babylon so swift there was not a battle. By this time there were many people in the Near East of Israelite pedigree. In fact, Jeremiah the prophet years earlier declared that Israelites would be among those that broke apart Babylon. (4) Aristotle wrote that Babylon was so vast that even three days later many districts of the city did not know that it had been occupied by the Persians. The holy relics and vessels of the Temple in Jerusalem that had been destroyed fell into the hands of Cyrus. (5)

As Cyrus continued the military campaigns abroad, King Darius the Mede remained in Babylon and divided the great city into 120 districts, setting Daniel the prophet as chief over all the lords that presided over these districts. (6) The 1st year of Darius over Babylon (he was not yet reigning in Persia), Daniel learns that this is the 70th year prophesied against Judah concerning the desolations determined for Jerusalem—"I, Daniel, understood by books the number of the years." (7) This 70 years began with Babylon invading Judah and Jerusalem in 607 BC. The Jews were permitted to return to Judah but only about 40,000 ventured back to rebuild Jerusalem and the country. The actual number of years they were in captivity as a nation was 48 (576 mons), from 585-537 BC. But this 48 years changed an entire people. During this 48 years the race of Judah was transformed into the race of the Jews. H.G Wells in A Short History of the World wrote that the people who came back to Jerusalem at the command of Cyrus were a very different people in spirit and knowledge from those who had gone into captivity. (8) This change would be increased as the Jews then intermarried with the people of the Edomites, the descendants of Esau whom they were expressly forbidden by the prophets to intermarry with.

This amazing year was exactly 204 years (2448 months) before the Persians would be decisively beaten by the next Empire in prophetic succession: Macedon, by Alexander in 333 BC.


In the 2nd year of Darius' rule over Babylonia the prophet Zechariah receives confirmation through a vision that the 70 years revealed in Daniel's writings are accomplished. He prophesies of the coming of the Messiah, described as the Branch and as having Seven Eyes, the same description given to him in the Revelation record.


Daniel the prophet at 89 years old finishes the Book of Daniel, a work of apocalyptic visions similar to the Apocalypse (Revelation) of the New Testament. Daniel is told twice that the interpretation is sealed until the End Days. (1) Daniel completes his book exactly 630 years before John received the Revelation of the Apocalypse in 96 AD.

Also in this year the famous philosopher-scientist Heraclitus was born. More on his in this study.

1. Daniel 12:4, 9

534 BC (3361 AM): 2639 Before Armageddon/ 4705 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3775 Phoenix Chronology/ 3505 Orbital Chronology/ 2281 Anno Pyramid/ 1705 After Flood/ 1365 After Babel/ 913 After Exodus/ 873 Year of Israel/ 397 Divided Kingdom/ 219 Year of Rome/ 211 Post-Exilic Chornology
This is the 4th year of Darius over Babylon. As Cyrus had now returned from his military conquests, this is his 3rd year of co-rulership with Darius over Babylon. The biblical account claims that Daniel lived until this time when both Darius and Cyrus ruled Babylon. In this year Daniel had a vision when an angelic being appeared to him and spoke. Others nearby felt the ground tremble but did not hear what Daniel heard. The archangel Gabriel appeared and informed the prophet that four kings would rule Persia, the 4th king stirring up all nations against the realm of Grecia, but his kingdom would be broken and afterward Egypt and Syria (Ptolemaic and Seleucid princes) would emerge from the four generals of Alexander of Macedon. These four would divide into two chief powers (dynasties) that would later make war against one another until a vile person (Antiochus Epiphanes IV) emerged and ruined Egypt with war, taking great spoil. The king of the north (Syria) would attempt to invade Egypt against but he would be stopped by ships from Chittim, prompting him to return to Syria. Full of wrath he would invade Judea and pollute the sanctuary (Temple) and take away the daily sacrifice. (1) The Chittim are the Romans and they would soon be entering the world stage as the next Empire.

In this year Zechariah the prophet foretold that the Israelites would be remembered by God in the far away countries He had driven them. He also foretold that the future Messiah would be sold for 30 pieces of silver. (2) This was the price for a slave, the sum Judas accepted for betraying Jesus.

Tarquin the Proud deposed King Servius of Rome with force and then had him killed by hired assassins. Tarquin then had all the senators and his political opponents allied to Servius killed. (3) Tarquin began the Temple of Jupiter in Rome on the Capitoline Hill and the workmen excavating the site were astonished to find a human fossil head with facial features still intact. Etruscan diviners interpreted this to mean that Rome was to be the head of all nations. (4) His name was Lucius Tarquinius Superbus and he became the 7th king of Rome, his reign lasting 25 years until the rebellion resulted in the founding of the Republic of Rome in 509 BC. He was given the name, the Proud, because of a famous incident involving the Sibyl. The Roman prophetess was from a Greek settlement in Italy and it was acknowledged that the Sibyls were originally Hebrew prophetesses. She appeared in the court of Tarquin with nine holy books of prophecies, the Sibylline Oracles and demanded the king to pay her price for these sacred books that outlined the future. The king said no and she cast three of the books into the fire, astonishing the 4 court. Then they were further exasperated when she offered the six books remaining for the same price. Again, the bewildered king refused and she cast the three more books into the flames. Then she demanded he pay the original sum for the last three books and this time the stunned king relented and paid her price. These books were copied and the Books of the Sibyl became famous and consulted by the Romans. (5)


530 BC (3365 AM)
Approximate time that Xenophanes was teaching. From Colophon, he taught against the mythologies of Homer and Hesiod, abhoring the multiplicity of gods. (1) He was about 40 years old.

1. Cosmos of the Ancients 67

529 BC (3366 AM): 2634 Before Armageddon/ 4710 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3780 Phoenix Chronology/ 3510 orbital Chronology/ 2286 Anno Pyramid/ 1370 After Babel/ 918 After Exodus/ 878 Year of Israel/ 402 Divided Kingdom/ 224 Year of Rome/ 216 Post-Exilic Chronology
Cyrus of Persia passed over the Araxes river to conquer the populous Massagetae, a people dwelling in an expansive realm along the Caspian Sea. It was known that these were the dab
descendants of the people the Assyrians forcibly deported from Israel 216 years earlier (108+108). Cyrus sought to bring them back under subjection. As Getae they are identified as former prisoners, a people renowned for their warlike nature who were led then by queen Tomyrus who sent a message to Cyrus imploring him to leave, or, if he sought to attack, then wait for her troops to pull back so as to give his army safe passage over the river. It was a noble gesture. But Cyrus attempted to deceive the Massagetae and ended up killing many of them. They even caught Queen Tomyrus son, who committed suicide. Queen Tomyrus sent Cyrus another message, asking him to leave and return her son or she would give Cyrus more blood than he could drink. In the battle that followed the Persians were decimated and Cyrus was killed. Queen Tomyrus decapitated Cyrus and immersed it in a vat of blood to fulfill her vow. (1) The Getae would later be known as Goths (2), the greatest enemies of Rome. The Massagetae were the beginning of the fulfillment of Jacob who adopted the sons of Joseph in Egypt, Ephraim and Manessah 1110 years earlier in 1639 BC, a people who would grow into many mighty nations. This was 432 years after the Temple was finished in Jerusalem in 961 BC.

1. The 48 Laws of Power 411-412; 2. Post-Captivity Names of Israel 53

Another group of Jews departed the Persian domains to join their kin who were trying to rebuild Jerusalem and the Temple. This group came with great wealth given to them two years earlier by decree of Cyrus before he was killed. (1) Archeologists have also found a vase inscription concerning Cyrus giving the Jews a load of treasure for the restoration of their Temple, an artifact excavated from a mound in Iraq. (2) Josephus in Antiquities (3) wrote that when the Persians permitted the Jews to return from their captivity to Judea, many did return, however, some from Judah preferred to stay in the Persian domains. He also wrote that the "...entire body of the people of Israel remained in that country, wherefore, there are but two tribes in Asia and Europe subject ot eh Romans, while the Ten Tribes are beyond the Euphrates till now, and are an immense multitude, and not to be estimated in numbers." What Josephus did not know was that Israelites were all over Europe and Asia, having departed through the Caucasus passes and up through Asia north between the Caspian and Black Seas. As Israelite-descended peoples filled the earth the people of Judah were blinded as to the identity of their ancient kin, for none went by the name Israel after 881 BC.

The calendrics for this year of Temple rebuilding demonstrates its import. This was 1260 years after Jacob (Israel) was born in 1787 BC and 476 years after the Throne of David was established in Jerusalem in 1003 BC. This was a Judged Time period of 434 years after Israel and Judah engaged in civil war and began the Two Kingdoms, the Divided Kingdom Chronology in 931 BC. This was 400 years after the Temple was sacked by the Egyptians in 927 BC and 70 years after the Babylonians sacked the Temple in 597 BC.


King Cambyses of Persia, the son of Cyrus, conquers Egypt, defeating Pharaoh Psamtik III. Cambyses subjected Egypt right before he went insane and was killed in an accident, succeeded by Darius the Mede who was ruling Babylon, son of Hystaspas. (1) This begins the rapid decline of Egyptian culture. Persian influence permeated throughout Egypt and was quickly followed by Macedonian and Greek culture before saturate by that of Rome.
1. A Short History of the World

521 BC (3374 AM): 2626 Before Armageddon/ 4718 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3788 Phoenix Chornology/ 3518 Orbital Chronology/ 2592 Mayan Calendar/ 2294 Anno Pyramid/ 1718 After Flood/ 1378 After Babel/ 926 After Exodus/ 886 Year of Israel/ 410 Divided Kingdom/ 224 Post-Exilic Chronology/

With the death of Cambyses of Persia, Darius the Mede, Darius I, begins a reign over the whole combined Persian Empire. His reign lasts to 486 BC. In his reign the famous Behistun Rock was sculpted, an inscription that affirms that Scythia was the land of the Cimmerians (Samarians). (1) Israelites. Darius reordered the building of the Temple in Jerusalem after his own steward pouring through the records of Cyrus found a book with an edict of Cyrus ordering the same same. Darius merel yhonored the edict of Cyrus. This was 440 years after completion of the Temple in 961 BC and 360 years after the completion of the Israelite capital city of Samaria in 881 BC.

1. Post-Capticity Names of Israel 24

518 BC (3377 AM)
Approximate date for birth of Pindar near Thebes in Boetia, the famous poet and composer of the Odes. In his odes he briefly reflected on the Trojan War, writing also the the Great Flood in Olympian IX (lines 43-50).


Third decree of Persia for the rebuilding of the Temple in Jerusalem. (1) But this was mere formality, for in this year the Temple was completely finished, in this the 6th year of the reign of Darius I. (2)


509 BC (3386 AM): 2614 Before Armageddon/ 4730 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3800 Phoenix Chronology/ 3530 Orbital Chronology/ 2604 Mayan Calendar/ 2306 Anno Pyramid/ 1730 After Flood/ 1390 After Babel/ 938 After Exodus/ 898 Year of Israel/ 422 Divided Kingdom/ 244 Year of Rome/ 236 Post-Exilic Chronology/ 204 Orbital-Alteration

The son of King Tarquin the Proud, the seventh king of Rome, raped a virtuous woman named Lucretia. The woman opted not to live with the stain on her reputation and committed suicide. The nephew of King Tarquin consulted the Delphic Oracle, a man named Lucius Junius Brutus, who assembled the people and deposed Tarquin, expelling him form the city. Interestingly, the families of the city of Rome began with the rape of the Sabine women and the Monarchy of Rome ended with the rape of Lucretia. In this year the Republic of Rome was born. This was 720 years after the Fall of Troy. This events was later popularized as the Expulsion of the Kings. Brutus established annual political offices elected by the people, created legislation and instituted law courts. (1) The total period of the Seven Kings was 244 years, three of these rulers being Etruscans and one being the son of a man from Corinth, Greece.

That this was 720 years after the Trojan War when the Danaan Israelites aided the early Greeks against the Trojan state of Ilium denotes that the year was important to the Greeks as well. This is exactly what we find. The Danaan were called Ionians on the eastern side of the Aegean Sea, and in this year of 509 BC in the Reforms of Cleisthenes we have an official abolishing of the four Ionia tribes throughout Attica and Athens-controlled Greece. Amazingly, this new division was by territory to break the powers of the clans and the reform created Ten Tribes.

(1) The significance lies in that the Ionians, originally known as Danaan, were from the Ten Tribes of Israel who were by this time thoroughly Greek.


World's first known democracy established at Athens, or at least in the western world. There was no doubt other forms of democracy in small pockets of culture in Africa or in Polynesia. About this time Ephrēs flourished Heocataeus of Miletus, an Ionian called The Historian by Herodotus. He believed that much of the Greek myths were merely ridiculous stories. (1)

1. Cosmos of the Ancient 71

502 BC (3393 AM)

An approximate date for Ionian philosopher-scientist Heraclitus of Ephesus who held that the works of Homer and Hesiod were comological garbage. He was totally against blood sacrifice and the worship of the gods, and abhorred idolatry. A monotheist believing in One God who had many names. (1) He believed that the number 108 was the greatest of all mystical numbers and that the world suffered a burning conflagration ever 10,800 years. (2)

1. Cosmos of the Ancients 73-74; 2. Extraterrestrials in Biblical Prophecy 307


An old Egypto-Coptic record that was copied from golden tablets was translated in this year for King philippus by men claiming descent from an ancestral family of scribes from Egypt who traced their lineage back to Ham and Noah, sages who could still decipher the prelood writings. The text from the golden tablets was said by these men to have been carefully copied from the surface texts found long ago on the Great Pyramid. The translation concerned the Great Pyramid before the Flood and the records of scientific, historical and prophetic texts placed upon the monument's surfaces. The translators asserted that these golden plates were copies of these writings spanning a history 2372 years into the past, which, when calculated backward from 498 BC is 2870 BC, the 55th year of the construction of the giza pyramids. The writings had been copied off of the Great Pyramid in 2844 BC, or 44 years before the Flood (2239 BC). (1) The golden tablet records preserved from before the Deluge was a very common theme in antiquity as seen over and again in this chronology. Plato's account of Atlantis (version of Antediluvian civilization) maintained that their records were saved on golden tablets. (2) Hopi legends concerning these golden records has them date back to Creation, ancient records that detail the existence of a reptilian race of intelligent beings that also live on earth whose original civilization was destroyed long ago.

1. Origin and Significance of the Great Pyramid 112-114; 2. Secret Places of the Lion 17


Rome is victorious over the Latins in the famous Battle of Lake Regillus. This was a time of rapid Roman expansion along the Tiber into Etruscan and Latin domains, people they openly assimilated into their growing population.

At the end of the Ionian Revolt the Persians captured the city of Miletus, established by the Ionians about 8-9 centuries previously. (1) The Persian Empire extended to rule over the Ionian Greeks on the east of the Aegean in Asia Minor. This was 120 years after the Persians conquered many Assyrian cities in 614 BC.

1. Alexander of Macedon 191


Darius of Persia brought his massive army into Scythia where the Israelites (Cimmerians of Samaria) had settled in 745 BC. Scythians emissaries came before Darius and gave him a bird, a mouse, a frog and a bunch of arrows, which perplexed the Persian monarch. The interpretation of the items was given to him. Unless Darius's army took to the air like a bird, tunneled into the ground like a mouse, or leapt into the water like a frog, they would never escape the arrows of the Scythians. Darius wisely fled from their land leaving behind asses, the sick and wounded, fleeing under cover of darkness back over the Danube river. (1) This was 252 years after the year the Israelites were settled into the region by the Assyrians in 745 BC. The symbol of the bundle of arrows is of Israelite origin. The bow of strength was a symbol of Jacob later adopted by the Ephraimites, who were known archers. Thus, the arrows became an emblem for the Israelites were were prophetically called Ephraim. The first instance of this symbol used in antiquity was by King Scylurus of Scythia. (2) This symbol would survive with other Israelite symbols like the olive branch and Great Pyramid and appear later as the Great Seal of the United States of America. The Persian army crossed the Hellespont river for the first time in history, the eastern nations sending an army over into the west to cross this barrier, this being 1407 years after the Babel Dispersion of peoples in 1899 BC, the year 1407 BC being the year Israel crossed the Jordan to conquer Canaan. In the army of King Darius were many people descended from Israelite tribes and from Judah.

1. Post-Captivity Names of Israel 80; 2. Post-Captivity Names of Israel 59


The immense army of King Darius of Persia occupied northern Greece and threatened Thrace, Macedonia as it drew nearer to Athens. This was 46 years (552 months) after the Persians defeated Babylon in 537 BC and took over their empire.

This invasion of the east into the west is 2592 years (864x3) Before Armageddon, when another war of epic proportions will be fought in 2106 AD.

490 BC (3405 AM): 2595 Before Armageddon/ 4749 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3819 Phoenix Chronology/ 3549 Orbital Chronology/ 2325 Anno Pyramid/ 1749 After Flood/ 1409 After Babel/ 957 After Exodus/ 917 Year of Israel/ 441 Divided Kingdom/ 286 Olympiad Year/ 263 Year of Rome/ 255 Post-Exilic Chronology

Darius of Persia made his move against the center of the Greek world, Athens. As his army marched along the coast his fleet, a massive armada kept up with them, a multitude of war ships and cargo vessels from the eastern ports of Asia Minor and the Mediterranean. Up against incredible odds the Athenians appealed to their enemies, the Spartans by sending a runner to Sparta who ran the 153 miles in 36 hours, a man named Philippides. For a long
time scholars disbelieved the story of the Athenian runner but in 1982 A.D. this was done again by a British Royal Air Force officer who wanted to test Herodotus' claim. He and a friend ran the 153 miles in just under 36 hours. (1) The Athenians in a bloody contest defeated the Persian army in the Battle of Marathon northeast of Athens, this being the origin of the Marathon race. In the battle the Greeks lost 192 men, but they had killed 6400 soldiers of the Persian forces according to Herodotus. (2) This reveals that the Greeks killed 33.3% more Persians than the Persians killed Greeks. The Persians retreated. When the Spartans arrive, soon after the battle, in awe they beheld a vast plain filled with the dead. (3)

1. The Naked Olympics 145; 2. History in Quotations 54; 3. A Short History of the World 89


First regnal year of Xerxes of Persia. (1) This was actually Xerxes II, the first Xerxes was a king of Assyria over 13 centuries earlier. A foundation tablet of Persepolis belonging to Xerxes reads "I am Xerxes, great king, King of Kings, the king of all countries which speak all kinds of languages, the king of the entire, big, far-reaching earth." (2) At this time the priestly Magi raised to prominence in Persia, a sect having their origin in India. For unknown reasons at this time the Magi emerged affluent throughout Persia and Media, became supervisors of the educational systems, even tutoring the children of kings. (3) The Magi had grown so respected and powerful that Zoroastrian became the state religion later in 226 BC. The Zoroastrian beliefs are so parallel to the ancient Israelite faith and later Christian faith that it appears that the beliefs of the Magi at this time were revivied by the influx of the Israelites among the Persians and Medes. The sudden appearance of the Magi in the east and the origin of the word magi (meaning *Magi* slave) (4) links them to the deported Israelites settled among the easterners. Revived by some they were respected by all. It was the Magi that watched for the signs of the Savior.

This was the approximate time of Euripides, who authored the Electra.


Responding to a revolt in Babylon, the Persians tore down the fortifications of Nebuchadnezzar II, the famous 300 ft. high ziggurat *pyramid, Esagila, or Temple of Marduk. (1) This was 132 years (1584 months: 792+792) after 614 BC when the Medes formed an alliance with Babylon against the Assyrian *Empire.

1. Alexander of Macedon 302


Xerxes, son of Darius, assembled the largest army the world had ever seen until that time, which passed over the Dardanelles by way of a bridge of boats after King Xerxes visited the
ancient Troy, the city famous for the Trojan War. His Magi sacrificed 1000 cattle to the spirits of the ancient Trojan heroes. (1) Then the Persian army marched on into Greece. The Greek states formed the Heenic League at a congress convened at the old city of Corinith, delegating the defense of the realm to the leadership of the warlike Spartans. In response to the consultation of the Delphic Oracle, Themistocles paid for a fleet of warships from the money acquired by a rich lode of silver discovered at Laurion. (2) Under Xerxes the Persian army marched into Greece with many auxiliaries from the nations of the empire, many of them descendants of Judah and Israel, as an eclipse darkened the sun. Herodotus in The Histories wrote that the Persians saw this omen favorably because the moon covered the sun, the sun a Grecian symbol while the moon was venerated in the east. Strangely, right before the battle at Salamis a giant of a man named Artachaeus who stood 8'2" tall died of a sickness, a man of the famous Persian Achaemenid family. (3)

At Thermopylae a force of 1400 Spartans under Leonidus held a tiny pass the Persian army sent to enter and these 1400 men lost their lives in a flurry of unsurpassed violence that inflicted enormous casualties upon the Persian army, severely wounding their morale as the Spartans held the pass. It was learned that tens of thousands of able-bodied Greeks were off at Olympia, assembled during the end of the Olympic Games to observe a famous wrestling final, and were not overly concerned about the Persian presence. One of Xerxes' generals asked in shock, "What sort of men have you brought us to fight?" (4) The battle for Thermopylae gave rise to the legend of the 300. According to Josephus in his Antiquities XII.4.10 the Spartans, once called Lacedaemonians, were kin to the Jews and were of the stock of abraham. In fact, the Seal of Sparta was the same as the Seal of the Israelite tribe of Dan: an eagle with a serpent in its claws. (5) This would later appear on the military standards of the United States of America. Humbled by the Spartan resistance, the Persians made it through Thermopylae and advanced on Thebes, which surrendered.

Themistocles informed the Athenian government that the Delphic Oracle predicted the fall of Athens but also declared that victory would fall to the Greeks if they relied on "the wooden walls." As the walls of Athens were stone this was interpreted to mean that they would gain the upper hand by their navy. As the Persians neared Athens was burned down by Xerxes and evacuated. The Athenian navy then met the superior navy of the Persians at Salamis and Xerxes watched in disbelief as his ships were systematically destroyed. This occurred during the archonship of Kalliaedes. (6) On land the Persians did not fare well either. Without a navy with which to ship over food and supplies, Xerxes retreated back into Asia with half of his surviving army, leaving the other half camped at Platea. After the battle some Greeks rummaged through the battlefield and found a Persian body that stood seven and half feet tall. (7)

The Magonid general Hamilcar of Carthage led an invasion force of 300,000 men and landed in sicily to attack the Greek cities of Syracuse and Acragas, two cities founded long ago by Ionian and Danaan Greeks. The Carthaginian army had contingents from north Africa, Spain, Gaul, Liguria and Sardinia. Amazingly, this massive invasion was repelled by these Greek cities and the Greeks imposed a 20,000 xoxox silver talent fine for war reparations. Carthage would go on to leave the Greeks alone for 70 years. According to Greek historians Ephoros and Diodorus, this invasion was masterminded by the Persians. (8) Carthage was on its way to housing a million people. (9) From Carthage, with its dominant Phoenician-Semitic population, much of it of Hebrew stock, sent out expeditions into the Atlantic that made it to the British Isles and Central America where innumerable Phoenician relics and evidences have bee discovered in modern times. Carthage maintained colonies throughout the Mediterranean, along the African coast and the coasts of the Atlantic along Africa and Europe. It is interesting that among all the nationalities that were led by the Carthaginians against the Greeks, not a Celt was among them. (10) The Celts and Greeks were on the friendliest terms. Not even Xerxes had any Celts in his auxiliaries. As will be shown throughout the remainder of this chronology, the Celts were of direct Israelite descent. Their affinity toward the Greeks was more than neighborly; a blood kinship.

It was about this time that Protagoras was teaching that men were the measure of all things.
This battle and series of battles and Greek victory was 930 years (792+138) after 1411 BC when the Israelites began their conquest against the giant kingdoms of Og of Bashan and Sihon of Argob. As the early Greeks were Ionian and Danan Israelites we are not surprised to find that this was 888 years after the Israelites sailed into the Aegean and landed on the ancient coasts that would become the Greek world in 1369 BC. This was 480 years after the Temple was finished in Jerusalem in 961 BC and 240 years after the remaining Israelites were carried off into captivity by the Assyrians in 721 BC after the Fall of Samaria. This was 66 years (792 months) after the burning of the Delphic Oracle temple and its rebuilding in 547 BC and 48 years (576 months) after 529 BC when Cyrus of Persia was killed and the Persians were defeated by the Massagetae (Scythians), a people descended from Israel. Finally, the Greek victories are exactly 148 years (1776 months) to the fall of Persia by the Greek Macedonian army in 333 BC led by Alexxader of Macedon.


479 BC (3416 AM): 2584 Before Armageddon/ 4760 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3830 Phoenix Chronology/ 3560 Orbital Chronology/ 5236 Anno Pyramid/ 1760 After Flood/ 1420 After Babel/ 968 After Exodus/ 928 Year of Israel/ 452 Divided Kingdom/ 274 Year of Rome/ 266 Post-Exilic Chronology

A united Greek force of over 100,000 men defeated the Persian occupation army camped at Plataea and the Greek fleet destroyed the Persian fleet at Mycale in Asia Minor. Alexander I of Macedon aided Xerxes in his invasion against the Greeks but after the Persian defeat at Plataea he slaughtered many of the retreating Persians. The Macedonians were not Hellenes and were regarded at this time as little more than savages, northern barbarians. Alexander I was debarred from the Olympic Games until he came up with a genealogy showing his alleged Argeadian Dynasty connection to the ancient Homeric Argive kings. (1) His greatest military achievement was to lay the foundation in having Macedon accepted into the Hellenic family. (2) This is 148 years (1776 months) before Alexander of Macedon, called The Great, conquers the Near East and becomes the king of Macedon, Phoenicia, Egypt, Babylon and Persia. This year began Greekdom's position as a world power, independent of foreign intrusion. This was 776 years after the Danaan Dynasty of Mycene began in 1255 BC, an Israelite dynasty. The Olympiad Calendar began in 776 BC and the number 776 emerges many times in world timelines involving the combined peoples peoples of Greek and Israelite descent.

1. Alexander of Macedon 6-7; 2. Alexander of Macedon 8-9

476 BC (3419 AM): 2581 Before Armageddon/ 4763 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3833 Phoenix Chronology/ 3563 Orbital Chronology/ 2339 Anno Pyramid/ 1763 After Flood/ 1423 After Babel/ 971 After Exodus/ 931 Year of Israel/ 455 Divided Kingdom/ 300 Olympiad Year/ 277 Year of Rome/ 269 Post-Exilic Chronology

At the Olympic Games the Greeks celebrated their freedom, the festivities adding to the prestige of the Olympic Festival. More people gathered for these Games than in the history of the Olympics since 776 BC. They had triumphantly defeated both Persia and all her allies as well as the Cartheginians of north Africa. Victorious, funds were gathered and a new Temple of Jupiter was begun (completed in 459 BC) as well as a redesigned Stadium. (1) This was the 300th year of the Olympiad Calendar and its calendrics link it to ancient Israel. We have seen how the number 476 related to Israel in several ways. One example is 1229 BC when the Danaan aided the Myceneans and Greeks in the Fall of Troy, 476 years before Israel's greatest enemy was born in 753 BC, the Romans. In 476 AD the Gothic descendened of the Scythian Israelites (Gimmerians) would defeat Rome, 1229 years after the Founding of Rome. In this year at the Olympics the Greeks literally became one people under the banner of Hellenes,
the assimilation of Israelite-descended peoples so complete that throughout Greekdom there was no distinction between the indigenous Japhetic people and the Semitic ones. The Greek civilization we know was the combination of the two peoples. The patriarch Japheth was born in 9 2339 BC, and this year of Greek celebration and unity was 2339 years Anno Pyramid, the Great Pyramid being the Seal of Israel, the Israelites being descended from the Sethite builders of the monuments. This year was also 931 years since Israel became a nation in Canaan in 1407 BC, the year 931 BC being the year the Israelites created their own nation apart from that of Judah and Jerusalem, beginning the Divided Kingdom Chronology.

1. The Naked Olympics 189


The Silician Greeks destroyed an Etruscan fleet.


A Roman consul after a military defeat overed every tenth soldier executed for lack of discipline. This is the first recorded instance of the Roman practice of "decimation." (1) This was the 38th year of the Republic of Rome.

1. History in Quotations 70


Xanthos of Lydia was the first Greek writer to mention Zoroaster. He placed this prophet "...six hundred years before the Trojan War." (1) As the Trojan War ended in 1229 BC, 600 years, which is an approximate figure only, would be 1829 BC, the exact time Abraham was teaching the sages of the east the prophetic texts and histories in Egypt as well as translating the Giza texts off the surface of the Great Pyramid. Abraham was well remembered as Zoroaster. (see 1837 and 1825 BC).

This is approximate date for year that Socrates was born at Athens, the Athenian lawgiver, statesman and philosophy immortalized by Plato.

1. Zoroastrianism 14


Anaxagoras of Athens was about 35 years at this time in the 2nd year of the 78th Olympiad when he predicted that in a certain number of days a stone would fall from the sky, which he deduced by his advanced knowledge on the motion of the heavens. As predicted, not only did a meteorite crash into Thracia by the river Aegos but that very night appeared a bright comet. (1) This comet was of the Joshua Comet Group which was at that time passing over the ecliptic after 220 years beneath the inner solar system. Anaxagoras was a student of Anaximenes. He was an Ionian who believed that the stars were far away suns, that moonlight is merely reflected sunlight, that lunar eclipses are caused by the earth's shadow
and that the moon is made of earth with plains and ravines on it. (2) He believed that the mind was the mover of all things and is supreme in the Universe, and that all sensation was by the stimulation of opposites. (3) The doctrine of mind over matter finds its origin with Anaxagoras. He did not ascribe to the cosmologies of Homer and Hesiod. He was exiled later in life from Athens for denying the divinity of the sun. (4)

In this year Aescylus composed his famous Seven Against Thebes concerning the Theban war of 1244 BC, which perhaps coincidentally, was the year a comet was seen over Thebes.

1. Three Books on Occult Philoply 675 note 31, also Pliny, Natural History: Universe and the World 149 p. 29; The First History 192; 2. History in Quotations 59; 3. Stolen Legacy 64; 4. Cosmos of the Ancients 83-84
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First year of King Artaxerxes of Persia. (1) A destructive earthquake afflicts Sparta and probably created the conditions by which the Helot Rebellion occurred. This was 312 years (52x6) after the Olympiad Calendar began in 776 BC.

1. Secrets of Time 208


Athens expands its domain and power and by force subdues Aigina and Boeotia, which become the subject of one of Pindar's Odes. Athens makes war against its long-time mercantile rival, the city of Corinth, capturing the city and defeating its fleet. Sparta and Thebes declare war on Athens beginning the 1st Peloponnesian War which would last until 446 BC. (1)

Hippocrates was born, popularized as the Father of Medicine and the origin of the Hippocratic oath (died 377 BC).

1. Wars That Changed the World 7


After considerable controversy over Jerusalem, King Artaxerxes I of Persia published an edict allowing for the rebuilding of the city. (1) This begins the famous prophecy of the 70 Weeks (or 70 sevens) of the prophet Daniel counting to the appearance of the Messiah when he is "cut off," or Crucified. This is 490 years (70x7) to 33 AD (3927 AM). This year is 1440 years after the supremacy of Elam (ancient Persian ancestors) in 1898 BC over the west (Canaan and Egypt).


The famous sculptor Phidias sculpted the gigantic statue of Zeus at Olympia.

Rome sent three representatives to Athens, Greece to copy the laws of Solon and to acquaint themselves with Greek political institutions and bring the information back to the Senate at Rome. While they were away a famine and plague afflicted Rome and surrounding country, men and livestock suffering equally. (1) This was 800 years after the founding of the Danaan Dynasty of Mycene in 1255 BC, the connection being that Grecian political concepts would have been influenced by the early Israelite presence. This was the 54th year (half of 108) of Rome.

1. Livy 3.32-33


King Artaxerxes of Persia reassessed reconfirms his decree and order to rebuild Jerusalem. Ezra travels to Jerusalem to initiate the rebuilding. The prophetic text of Daniel reads- "Know and understand that from the issuing of a decree to restore and rebuild Jerusalem until Messiah the Prince there will be seven weeks (49 years) and 62 weeks (434 years, or a period of Judged Time)... then after sixty-two weeks the Messiah will be cut off..." (1) This is a total of 69 weeks from 451 BC, or 483 years until 33 AD when the Messiah will be "cut off." As this begins the 69 "week" countdown to the Crucifixion, the 70 weeks began seven years earlier with the first decree to rebuild Jerusalem by Artaxerxes in 458 BC. This is approximately the time when Ezra by inspiration rewrote the Torah Old Testament scriptures. (2)

While the Roman constitution is suspended the government is run by the Decemvirate, ten men specially appointed to rule the people, men who quickly turned into the Ten Tyrants who began to oppress the people, even to the point of delaying the reappointment of the constitution of Rome. While this suspension continues other prepare the Twelve Tables, a law code the Romans developed after visiting other nations and studying their forms of government.

This year was the 552nd after the Throne of David was established in Jerusalem in 1003 BC, and it was the 480th year of the Divided Kingdom.

1. Daniel 9:25-26; 2. 2 Esdras 14:20-22

450 BC (3445 AM)

This is the approximate date for Herodotus of Halicarnassus authoring his epic work, The Histories, a scholarly book on the history of the nations of the world now 25 centuries old. This surviving work from the ancient world has provided historians a plethora of information and has earned Herodotus the title as the Father of History. Herodotus travelled Greece, Phoenicia and Egypt and wrote, "I record what people say, but I am by no means bound to believe it." He wrote that Cheops was the 5th king of Egypt after Pharah Moeris, a king who had been dead 900 years, which places him at about 1350 BC. (1) This was 15 centuries after the acceptable dating of the Great Pyramid construction. That Cheops built the pyramid is a modern fiction perpetuated for lack of an Egyptological-acceptable theory. Herodotus visited the monument and was shown inscriptions upon its facing blocks and was told by an Egyptian that the strange writings told of the king's expenses in building the monument. Herodotus was no fool and expresses doubt on this in his book. He also wrote that a vast network of galleries of rock and tunnels were underneath the Great Pyramid and Giza plateau. The modern world would not receive confirmation of this until 1909 and 1926 AD. He also visited a very old temple in Phoenicia at Tyre that had two large twin pillars,
one of gold and the other emerald. The motif was a popular one in the Near East, the twin pillar concept representing the two Great Pyramids at Giza, the Great Pyramid being the epicenter of the pre-flood world, the 0° longitude and latitude, the Prime Meridian. The priests informed him that the temple had been erected 2300 years earlier, but this was untrue, for 2300 years earlier was about 2750 BC which was about 65 years off from the date of the Great Pyramid's construction, which was what the temple was actually designed to mimic.

Herodotus remarked in his work that the ground surrounding the Great Pyramid was covered with sea shells and dead oysters upon sandy hills and that salt had exuded from the soil around Giza. This is remarkable, for he had no idea that the Goshen region where the Giza complex sat was under the sea for 340 years and had only emerged after a series of quakes in 1899 BC, over 14 centuries before his writing The Histories.

1. The Histories Book IV: 3


One of the tyrants of Rome, a member of the Decemvirate, had fallen in love with a girl of rare beauty who was the daughter of a citizen soon to be married to a young man who was a friend of her father. The tyrant, named Appias, took the opportunity to take her by deceit when her father was out at war. In front of a large gathering his agents abducted her, proclaiming that the lass was not freeborn but was actually born as a slave of Appias (a lie contrived to enslave her), that had been lost and given a new identity. In haste, men disbelieving this fiction carried the news to her father in the field, for an assembly of the people had gathered and held the girl under their ward until the dispute was resolved. Her father returned and argued that the scheme was a lie but by force the tyrant had his agents take the girl. Begging the tyrant to give him a moment with his daughter before they took her away, in front of a large gathering, the tyrant relented. The man begged his daughter to forgive him as he explained to her that he would deliver her from this evil. He produced a dagger and stabbed her in the heart. The people were shocked and already fed up with the Decemvirate the people of Rome revolted and overthrew them that year. The Twelve Tables of law were erected in a public place for all to know and read. (1) This was the 60th year of the Republic of Rome.

1. Livy 3.57


Work begins on the Parthenon in Athens, its designers being Ictinus and Callicrates. AS this is 1000 years after the freedom of the Israelites from Egypt in the Exodus in this year the Boeotians earn their freedom from Athens in the Battle of Koroneia after 13 years of submission. The Boeotians are descendants from the Ionian Israelites.

Ezra finished his composition of the Old Testament holy books. (2) Clement of Alexandria wrote that Ezra was a Levite prophet who performed this task during the reign of Artaxerxes I of Persia. (3) Ezra in a vision learned the history of the world, discovering that there was more history in the world's past than there was remaining in its future, and that the Last Days would be visited by evils that will exceed even humanity's trespasses in ancient times. (4) Ezra received a vision of five beings who wrote 204 books. The first 134 books were made open to all men but the final 70 books were hidden. (5) This is an allusion to the 204 levels of the Great Pyramid when it is finished with its capstone. The monument is 203 courses of blocks (books) but when the Chief Cornerstone (the Messiah) descended from
heaven in 2106 AD the Monument of Man would be complete at 204 courses, the Great Pyramid once being the largest book on earth. The 134 "books" concerning the Last Days, which begin in 1902 AD, the date also singled out by Nostradamus as seen in Nostradamus and the Planets of Apocalypse. The year 1902 AD A.D. is the subject of When the Sun Darkens concerning planet Phoenix. The 134 years is from 1902 AD to 2036 AD and the final 70 years concerns the Apocalypse, from 2036-2106 AD ending with Armageddon.

This year is 2000+552 years Before Armageddon and 4000+792 of the Anunnaki Chronology. It was 918 years (153x6) after the Israelite Danaan arrived in the Aegean and Asia Minor and the Peloponnesus in 1365 BC and 480 years after the Temple was sacked by the Egyptians in 927 BC. It was a period of Judged Time (434 years) after the founding of the Israelite city of Samaria in 881 BC and 360 years after the founding of Macedon by descendants of Israel. It was 240 years after the Cimmerian Israelites settled in Phrygia in 687 BC and exactly 138 years (Phoenix orbit: 1656 months) after the Fall of Judah in 585 BC.

1. The Naked Olympics 189; 2. 2 Esdras XIV; 3. Origin and Evolution of Freemasonry 305; 4. 2 Esdras 4:45-46, 5:2; 5. 2 Esdras 14:42-47

Planet Phoenix passes through the inner solar system completing its 138 years orbit. By this time it has fallen out of alignment with Earth's orbit around the sun so there is no direct transit, therefore no darkening of the sun. Phoenix would cause major earthquakes from its proximity in 31 BC, 522 AD and then be seen again as it partially obscures the sun in 1764 AD, 2208 years (552x4) later.

439 BC (3456 AM): 2544 Before Armageddon/ 4800 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3870 Phoenix Chronology/ 3600 Orbital Chronology/ 3000 Descent of Watchers/ 2664 Vedic Calendar/ 2376 Anno Pyramid/ 1800 After Flood/ 1460 After Babel/ 1008 After Exodus/ 968 Year of Israel/ 492 Divided Kingdom/ 314 Year of Rome/ 306 Post-Exilic Chronology/ The Greeks ΑΕΙΘΡΩΣ at Athens finished the Parthenon temple upon the Acropolis. Parthenon means Virgin Chamber and embodied the concept of a god descending from heaven to lay with a priestess. This is significant because this was ΑΕΙΘΡΩΣ exactly 3000 years (600x5) since the Watchers descended from NIBIRU in 3439 BC to take the daughters of men. This was the 4800th year (600x8) of the Anunnaki Chronology, 3600 years (600x6) since the Anunnaki created Homo sapiens sapiens in 4039 BC and 1800 years after the Deluge in 2239 BC. The Parthenon ΑΕΙΘΡΩΣ is 220 feet long, 77 feet wide and 39 feet wide for a total volume of 660,660 feet. Dedicated to Athena it also had carved into it elaborate scenes of the War of the Titans and Giants (East against the West) and the Fall of Troy. (1) This was exactly 800 years after the start of the Trojan War in 1239 BC. According to Plutarch, the statue of Athena in the Parthenon was the crowning achievement of Phidias. (2) The Great War involving the Titans and Giants concerns the most famous battle in the ancient world, the Battle of Kurusata in 1879 BC, the east against the west, which was 1440 years (14x10) before the Parthenon was finished in this year. The ancestral history of the Giants was of particular importance to the Greeks because Mycenae, their illustrious ancest- ανακιμιαίοι, was founded by the Anakim giants that were banished to the west long ago.

Among the elaborate sculpted scenes on the Parthenon is a picture of Nereus, the archaic Grecian Noah, the survivor of the Flood and the patriarch of the Anakim. The early Greeks were proud of this heritage, to be descended from Noah and Naamah rather than through his sons Japheth, Shem or Ham. The Greek world we have come to know is that of assimilation with Israelite-descended peoples.

The Parthenon is orientated toward the Pleiades stars, incorporating phi within its dimensions, the Golden Proportions, the ratio of its height to its base being 5:8. (3) This year is 684 years after NIBIRU's last entrance into the inner solar system in 1123 BC, which
may have been an underlying message of the Parthenon concerning the "gods." Interestingly, this was also 684 years before planet Phoenix would pass through the inner solar system in 246 AD. Sir Norman Lockyer estimates that the Parthenon was built to commemorate an alignment of the rising of the Pleiades at about 1150 BC (only 27 year variance).

The calendars for this year go far beyond what has already been demonstrated. This was the year 3456 Annu Mundi, or 864x4 and in the Vedic Calendar was 2664, or 666x4. It was 1460 years (Sothic Cycle), or 365x4 years after Babel and 1008 years (major Golden Proportion number) After Exodus. This was the 1200th year since Ephraim and Manesseh in Egypt were adopted into the family of Israel in 1639 BC and 972 years (108x9) after Israel became a nation defeated and conquered the giants of Bashan and Argorb under the Nephilim kings Og and Siron in 1411 BC. This year was exactly 108 years before NIBIRU would pass through the inner solar system in 331 BC, the year Alexander of Macedon was crown king of Egypt, Phoenicia, Babylon and Persia.


The plague at Rome was at its worst. Odd and frightening things occurred in the skies and were attended by earth tremors, collapsing buildings in the country. (1) This is the exact year of the &e return of the Joshua Comet Group that had orbited the sun north of the ecliptic now for 31 years.

l. Livy 4.21

432 BC (3463 AM)

Approximate date when the Greek astronomer Meton invented the Metonic Cycle, which measured the times when the sun and moon are in the same position relative to the position of the stars. The cycle is 19 years or 235 lunar months. At the end of the cycle the full moon appears on the same day of the year as it started at the beginning of the cycle.


The second Peloponnesian War begins between Sparta and Athens. It would last 27 years to 404 BC. This was 50 years after the Greek victories over the invading Persians.


At Athens only a minority of citizens presented themselves at the Ecclesia, a general assembly where the policies of state were discussed and decided. (1) The Ecclesia antedates 430 BC and is the root word in the biblical book of Ecclesiates. In this year a plague heavily afflicted Africa, Egypt and maybe even the East. This was 1447 years after 1877 BC when the Abrahamic Covenant was instituted, the year 1447 BC being the Ten Plagues on Egypt and Exodus.

This is approximate date for Philolaou of Croton, about 40 years old, a pythagorean philosopher, first one to state that earth moves in a circle (2), an orbit.

1. The Story of Philosophy 5; 2. Cosmos of the Ancients 101

According to Thucydides, during the Peloponnesian War, a plague from Ethiopia plagued Athens as the Spartans sieged the city, killing the Athenian leader Pericles, exactly 800 years after the plague that afflicted Troy in the final year of the Trojan War in 1229 BC. The Trojan War was fought over the heillespont and mercantile interests in the Black Sea, the same issues of the Peloponnesian War.

This was the approximate date for birth of Plato whose real name was Aristocles, famous philosopher and originator of the Platonic School. Plato was destined to become second in popularity through world history only to one other philosopher: his student Aristotle.

428 BC (3467 AM): 2533 Before Armageddon/ 4811 Anunnaki Chronology/ 3881 Phoenix Chronology/ 3611 Orbital Chronology/ 2387 Anno Pyramid/ 1811 After Flood/ 1471 After Babel/ 1019 After Exodus/ 979 Year of Israel/ 503 Divided Kingdom/ 325 Year of Rome/ 317 Post-Exilic Chronology/

The plague killed about 75,000 people in Athens during the Spartan siege. (1) This was 816 years, or 9792 months (2448x4) after the Seven Against Thebes in 1244 BC when the Thebans successfully defended themselves from an attack, the Thebans related by blood to Sparta. This was the 80th year of the Democracy of Athens. In this year Anaxagoras died (see 467 BC).

1. The Poison King 22


Two earthquakes afflicted the Peloponnesus. (1) This was seven 50-year jubilees from the start of the Greek Olympiad Calendar in 776 BC.

1. Wars That Changed the World 10


Phoenician admiral Hanno was sent out to establish new colonies and sailed along the African coast, passed the Senegal river, Sierre Leone and from Ghana to the Cameroon. He sailed from Tyre with a fleet of 60 ships carrying 30,000 men and women with enough provisions for a 3,500 mile voyage. Each ship grossed 1000 tons, this being 820 tons more than the Mayflower of the Pilgrims in 1620 AD. Amazingly, Hanno's logbook has been preserved. (1) There is evidence from New York state that at least some of Hanno's fleet landed in North America. This would not have been the first Phoenician landing in the Americas.

1. The Lost Treasure of King Juba 61, 154


In the Treaty of Nicias the Athenians lost control of the Delphic Oracle to the Spartans, who now controlled the local Phocians who maintained the Oracle. (1) This was 540 years (half of 1080) after the Temple in Jerusalem finished in 961 BC and 324 years (108x3) after the 8 Israeli tribes carried into Assyrian captivity in 745 BC.